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Following 9-1
season, field
hockey loses in
second round of
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Just before the start of the Nov. 16 board
meeting in the school library, more than 60
Saratoga High and Los Gatos teachers — all
members of the District Teachers Association (DTA) — lined up outside while holding signs with messages like “Reserves don’t
teach students, Teachers DO!!” and “This Is a
School, Not a Savings Account.”
During public comments, 10 of the
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Drama puts on
first fall play
since 2019-20
school year
BY

LenaAribi, ChrisChen

& StephanieSun

As blue and green stage lights gradually
brightened in the McAfee Center the past
two weekends, students dressed in loose
fairy-like clothing skipped onto the dark
green stage and danced around in circles,
their giggles filling the theatre. This was the
opening scene of this year’s fall play, William Shakespeare’s “A Midsummer’s Night
Dream,” which premiered as the school’s
first drama production since the pandemic
hit.
Around 130 people watched the show
in-person on opening night, a slightly
smaller audience turnout compared to previous years, while 13 people watched via the
livestream — a number that remained consistent throughout the five performances.
The actors staged their final production on
Nov. 20, with other shows on Nov. 11, 12,
13, 18 and 19.
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream” follows
the story of a love rectangle between Hermia
(sophomore Ella Tamas King), Lysander
(freshman Krishnen Khanna), Helena (senior Gianna Cagliostro) and Demetrius
(senior Jack Bulas). The play is set in the
woods of Athens that Hermia and Lysander
Lysander have run away to and Demetrius
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Los Gatos responds to severe vandalism incidents
BY

SanjoliGupta

& TaraNatarajan

On Nov. 1, Los Gatos High School’s staff
and students entered a defaced campus:
Hateful, racist, anti-semitic and homophobic slurs were spray painted on the walls and
windows, while various rooms were egged
throughout the campus. Additionally, a student-grown 529-pound prize pumpkin on
display at the front of the school had been
smashed in.
In a YouTube video addressed to the Los

Gatos and Saratoga communities, Los Gatos
principal Kevin Buchanan asked members
of the Los Gatos community to speak up if
they had any information regarding the perpetrators or saw anything relevant on social
media because the vandals were seen filming with their cell phones — presumably
to post about their work — in surveillance
tapes.
“It really is time that we end this culture
of silence,” Buchanan said. “Please help us
— otherwise this just may continue, because
I simply can’t do this alone.”

After reviewing security footage, authorities determined three different groups on
campus that night. One defaced the walls,
windows and doors by spray painting the
n-word, homophobic slurs and antisemitic
language, another smashed the pumpkin
and a third group egged the campus.
Of the multiple graffiti messages that
had been spray painted onto the Los Gatos
campus, the vandalism contained messages
directed at specific faculty members.
One of the victims was chemistry teacher
Ken Porush, whose classroom is adorned

by a web of criss-crossed strings and dangling molecule-like paper balls attached to
the ceiling. Porush decorates his walls with
posters featuring anti-bullying messages,
humorous quotes from students and a pride
flag with a Star of David on it — expressing
support for the LGBTQ+ and Jewish communities.
But when Porush came into school a
little before 8 a.m. on Nov. 1, he spotted a
message spray painted on the wall next to
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During its Nov. 16 meeting, the district board unanimously agreed to modify the bell schedule to incorporate a
daily tutorial starting next semester, but
the change wasn’t finalized. Among the
six possible schedules, the board unanimously supported three but didn’t yet
settle on a final decision: Choice A, consisting of 85-minute periods and 10 minute passings, was favored among students
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in survey for the uniformity of start-stop
times in periods; Choice C, consisting of
88-minute periods and 8-minute passings; and Choice F, consisting of 90-minute periods and 5-minute passings.
Two board members supported reducing class minutes from 90 to 88, two
supported reducing it to 85 and one
disagreed with both options. The board
also noted that students favored increasing lunch time, and agreed to organize a
change in the bell schedule by the end of
this semester. u
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newsbriefs
New finals schedule released by administration
During remote learning, there was no specialized finals
schedule — many teachers also elected not to give finals.
However, with the return of in-person school, the finals
schedule has reverted back to the traditional four-day schedule during the last week of first semester, from Dec. 13-16.
Unlike in the past, the finals schedule includes a tutorial period between finals.
Principal Greg Louie announced the finals schedule for
the 2021-22 school year fall semester in an email sent on
Oct. 29. On Monday, Dec. 13, the first half of the day will
consist of consecutive 20-minute classes of periods 2, 4 and
6, followed by periods 1, 3, 5 and 7. During these 20 minute
blocks, students will have the opportunity to ask teachers
any last-minute questions and review for finals. After lunch,
a 2-hour block will be allotted for period 7 finals.
From Tuesday Dec. 14 until Thursday Dec. 16, days will
be split into a final in the morning and a final in the afternoon. The final exams will be two hours long from 8:30-10:30
in the morning and from noon-2:00. Finals for periods 5 and
6 will be on Tuesday, Dec. 14, periods 1 and 3 on Wednesday,
Dec. 15 and periods 2 and 4 on Thursday, Dec. 16.
Juniors and seniors found this year’s final schedule reminiscent of the annual pre-pandemic finals schedule.
“I feel like the new finals schedule is similar to the one
we had in our freshman year,” senior Amitav Rawat said.
“I think it works, and it’s good to return back to a normalized schedule after a year and a half of the confusing remote
learning schedule.”
— Ethan Lin
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Tape it Up | Junior Charlie Jarvis volunteers to tape up an athlete's ankle while athletic trainer Caitlyn
Steiding uses a roller to massage a student as a part of rehab in the trainer's office on Nov. 19.

Winter Formal planning aims to
overcome COVID-19 setbacks

after the dance.
In order to ensure student safety, guests are required to show proof of full vaccination, and masks
Although this year’s dance commission faced chal- are required for all attendees.
At the event, catering will serve a three-course
lenges planning for Winter Formal due to COVID-19
restrictions, they rose to the occasion. Hoping for an dinner with a wide variety of both meat and vegan
off-campus formal — the first in four years — junior options, such as steak, pasta, salad and churros. The
commission hired DJ Mike Bowns, who DJ’ed
head commissioner Avani Kongetira, juniors
at last year’s prom. Students will also receive
Elsa Blom and Jackie Ryu, sophomore Skyler
full access to a photo booth and all of the
Dyal and freshman Haasika Thammaneni betheme park’s rides and concessions.
gan planning well in advance.
To pay for formal, the commission is re“We’ve been working on Winter Formal
lying on extra revenue from past year’s ticksince before homecoming,” Kongetira said.
et sales. This year, ticket pricing will start at
“Finding a venue takes a long time to get ap$120 per person with an ASB package and
proved by admins.”
$130 without — a $65 increase from the 2019
The commission was initially interested
in an indoor venue. However, the adminis- Kongetira on-campus formal ticket.
Kongetira and Ryu attribute this year’s
tration asked them to find an outdoor site in
expensive ticket pricing to the high cost of
anticipation of a surge of COVID-19 cases
booking the off-campus venue, catering, entertainbefore holiday break.
While looking at outdoor venues, the commis- ment and transportation services. Due to poor stusion took factors such as space, catering availability, dent reception, the commission is slightly worried
security and clean-up services into consideration, about hitting their target of 400 ticket sales.
before finally settling on the Gilroy Gardens Event
Plaza. They booked the venue for Dec. 4 from 7-10:30
through email in mid-September. During the search,
the dance commission often consulted activities di- “I feel like we're all learning as we
rector Kristen Cunningham and ASB secretary Anna go. Planning an off-campus formal
Ybarra for guidance and budget confirmation. After
in my first year on commission
the commission settled on the venue, the administrais scary because all of us are so
tion helped handle official logistics, like contracting.
As Kongetira, who served as the class of 2023 class inexperienced.”
representative last year, is the only member of the
dance commission with prior experience in leaderJUNIOR Avani Kongetira
ship, the team occasionally felt overwhelmed during
the planning process.
“I feel like we’re all learning as we go,” Kongetira
“With people complaining about how $25 was 'exsaid. “Planning an off-campus formal in my first year
on commission is scary because all of us are so inex- pensive' for a homecoming ticket, I don’t know how
they’ll respond to the formal prices,” Ryu said. “It’s as
perienced.”
On top of searching for venues, the commissioners low as we can get it, so I really hope people can just be
worked on finding catering, a DJ and busing services understanding about the prices.”
Despite facing COVID-19 restrictions, hitting
to and from the dance — as well as decorative details
such as centerpieces and linens. Inspired by the light- roadblocks in finding a venue and having a general
ing and songs from the 2016 musical movie “La La lack of experience on the commission compared to
Land,” the commission decided on the dance’s theme previous years, Kongetira is optimistic that the Winter Formal will be a memorable dance.
of “City of Stars.”
“I’m really lucky because the commissioners are
Prior to the dance, students will arrive at SHS and
board buses for the one-hour commute to the event really reliable and have great input. Dance commisvenue. The buses will also make the return trip to SHS sion is kind of like a little family,” Kongetira said. u
BY

VictoriaHu
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Attendance issues lead to various consequences
Amid concerns about suddenly increasing tardiness and
unexcused absences, the administration is considering assigning detentions and Saturday schools if the situation does
not improve. Already, the administration has rolled out a
community service program known as “Treasure Toga.”
Students with more than 10 tardies can pick up garbage for
after school on select days, with every 2 hours making up 10
tardies at a time.
As of Nov. 16, over 200 students, or 15% of students, have
five or more unexcused tardies or three or more unexcused
absences, an increase from 28 students in mid-October. Assistant principal Brian Thompson said most tardies were
given to students who were late to class after a passing period, as opposed to being late to their first class of the day.
“Tardies, especially with 10-minute passing periods, really just are about our students not respecting their classmates,
not respecting their teachers and not making it a priority to
get to class on time,” Thompson said.
Though principal Greg Louie is not an enthusiastic supporter of detentions, he “may not have a choice in the matter
if students don't improve their attendance.” When detentions are re-introduced, the administration will try to make
them as inconvenient as possible, to encourage students to
change their behaviors. This may include not allowing cell
phone use and even prohibiting doing homework during
detention.
— Andrew Lin

falcononline
@thesaratogafalcon

togatalks
www.saratogafalcon.org
Subscribe to The Falcon’s
weekly newsletter at
eepurl.com/gYSX55

Will you be
attending the
formal despite
the changes
this year?

“Yes, since I've
never been to formal
before and don't
think it's any riskier
than school."

senior Bella Lin

“No, but mostly
since I plan to work
on college apps and
study for finals, not
because of COVID.”

senior Shaarvari Malladi

and Helena have followed.
The play, a comedy, is outlandish and
fantastical, especially in scenes with the
fairies, but comical whenever an acting
troupe of the laborers shows up.
Although there are more dramatic
moments, such as when the king of fairies,
Oberon, played by senior Taylor Zhou,
announces his plan to Puck, his right-hand
fairy, with evil laughter or when the four
lovers have brief fights, the overall tone of
the play is light.
According to junior Olivia Smith, who
played Puck, the play presented the actors
with an unique challenge: to ensure that the
audience understands the gist of the action
occurring onstage despite the complex
nature of Shakespearean language.
Despite initial worries, Smith was
relieved that the audience was able to follow
and understand the actions onstage.
“We are proud of any stage combat that’s
included in the show,” Smith said. “We got
a couple gasps out of the audience when a
couple of actors were fighting, so I think we
were pretty realistic, which is the goal.”
Smith said she and others in the cast
experienced pre-show jitters due to the
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his door. The black spray paint
spelled out two words in large,
messy letters: “F--- Porush.”
“My initial reaction was kind
of rolling my eyes like, ‘Oh, that's
wonderful. That's great. That's
very funny. That's very annoying,’”
Porush said.
He immediately called the
maintenance staff, lamenting
the time and effort wasted on
cleaning up after the vandals.
But as the situation sunk in, he
began to speculate about who
could have committed the act. Of
the thousands of students he had
taught over his 22-year career at
LGHS, Porush wondered who
could have been angry enough at
him to do something like this.
“Without being certain about
who was involved, it’s hard to
say that it affects my relationship
with my students because if I
look at it that way, I’m going
to be [suspecting] every class,
every student,” Porush said. “You
can make yourself crazy trying
to figure it out. I don’t think I
can go around trying to suspect
students and figure out who it
was. Otherwise, I won’t be able to
teach.”
Another group, whose relation
to the campus perpetrators is
unknown, found the address of a
teacher — whose identity remains
confidential for privacy — and
vandalized their Campbell home
less than eight weeks ago.
The incident left Porush
unsettled, with more questions
than answers.
“This is not my house, but it's
my home away from home. And
it's really kind of an attack on me,”
Porush said. “My name was on
the wall. I've never had anybody
threaten me in that way before.”
Student cites culture of bigotry
Junior
Yo-Han
Gorman,
who is nonbinary and identifies
as a member of the LGBTQ+
community, recalled walking onto
campus the day after Halloween
to see anti-gay slurs spelled out
in black letters on the cafeteria’s
double doors.
“I first thought it was a prank
by the sophomores or freshmen.
But I know that Los Gatos has a
huge problem with racism, and
the [hate speech] was just really
disturbing to see,” Gorman said.

TALISMAN // CARY CHEN

Junior Olivia Smith (Puck) faces senior Taylor Zhou (Oberon) as he gazes into the horizon.
experience of having a live performance for
the first time in almost two years.
“Everyone had a lot of nerves on opening
night because we forgot how nerve-wracking
it can be with a live audience in the theater,”
she said. “It wasn’t necessarily difficult, but
we had to work harder to get into the right
mindset for a live performance.”

Gorman recalled an incident
where some of their friends were
harassed with homophobic slurs
after attending a football game:
A group of sophomore football
players circled Gorman’s friends
on bikes and used anti-gay slurs
multiple times.
According
to
Gorman,
moments like these represent
the long-standing culture of
homophobia in the school which,
when combined with racism, lead
to increasingly public displays of
bigotry like the vandalism that
took place on Halloween.
“This doesn’t surprise me. It’s
just disappointing to see because I
know people who became like this
when they switched to the wrong
group of friends — this is the kind
of thing they would do,” they said.

“It's really an attack
on me, I've never had
anybody threaten me
in that way before.”
TEACHER

Ken Porush

A series of multiple incidents
The Nov. 1 vandalism was far
from the first sign of hate crimes
in Los Gatos; instances like these
seem to reflect a larger trend.
In early October, swastika
graffiti was found in three different
locations throughout Los Gatos,
including at the Addison-Penzak
Jewish Community Center (JCC).
Lael Gray, the chief executive
officer of Jewish Silicon Valley
— an organization dedicated to
preserving the Jewish culture
and community in the Bay Area
— noted that anti-semitism is
considered the “oldest form of
hatred.”
Because of its long-term and
widespread prevalence, Gray said,
she was unsurprised, albeit upset,
at the more recent incidents of
anti-semitic vandalism.
She also emphasized that
Jewish diasporas have continually
experienced phenomena where
once they begin to feel safe in a
community, anti-semitism begins
to “rears [its] ugly head” and
upend their safety.
“Anti-semitism
in
[our
culture] is the type of thing that
is very difficult to change,” Gray
said. “Jewish people tend to be

To combat this issue, drama director
Benjamin Brotzman took the crew through
energy-focused warmups that calmed them
and helped them focus on acting, blocking
out extraneous thoughts about school or
homework.
The McAfee has a sound system that picks
up microphone audio and projects it to the

concerned when there are trends
of more people expressing hatred
towards us, because we’ve seen
throughout our history that this
leads to very serious consequences
— real threats to our safety and
our lives.”
Over the past few years,
the country has seen trends of
increased anti-semitism across
the country. The Anti-Defamation
League (ADL), an organization
dedicated to tracking incidents
of anti-Semitism in the United
States, found that the number of
anti-Semitic incidents across the
U.S. reached a historic high in
2019 (with a 56 percent increase
in assaults) and although the
numbers declined by 4% in
2020, the Audit of Anti-Semitic
Incidents stated that 2020 still had
the third-highest rate of reported
anti-semitic incidents since the
ADL began keeping track in 1979.
Apart
from
individual
vandalism,
assaults
and
harassment, there have also been
a handful of alarming major
incidents — in 2018 a gunman
killed 11 people and wounded six
in a synagogue in Pittsburg and
another opened fire during a 2019
Passover service in Poway, Calif.,
killing one woman.
“It's got to be scary and
devastating
[for
Holocaust
survivors],” Gray said. “I know
that. People want to feel safe in
the United States. I'm sure at
some point felt like coming to the
United States, [survivors felt they]
would have safety after what they
experienced. So this kind of thing
is disturbing.”
Gray thinks this hatred stems
from fear, and that a lot of hateful
behaviors grow from a need to
find a scapegoat for the difficult
situations people find themselves
in.
More recently, Los Gatos Mayor
Marico Sayoc was verbally attacked
by a group of attendees during the
Oct. 5 town council meeting. A
far-right group of residents had
been consistently disrupting Town
Council meetings by refusing to
wear masks, expressed racist and
anti-LGBTQ+ rhetoric and touted
QAnon talking points, according
to Mercury News.
Group members verbally
attacked the Mayor’s son —
spreading conspiracy theories
about his sexuality — leading
the Mayor’s husband and group
leader Cyndi Sheehan, as well as
other group members, to get into

3

audience, but depending on the direction
actors spoke, the degree of amplification
varied — a discrepancy that was especially
noticeable when actors were walking back
and forth on stage. The footsteps of the
actors were also easily picked up by the
microphones, often muffling their voices.
On opening night, multiple loud booms
echoed through the theater as a result of
audio feedback.
Freshman Diya Kapoor, a member of the
technician crew and the technical theater
class, elaborated on this challenge, noting
that it was difficult to make sure that all the
microphones were placed securely on the
actors and didn’t interfere with their masks.
“Sometimes during the performance,
the microphone would make a big thump.
Other times it would not be placed
correctly or something would happen to the
microphones — like the microphone dying,”
Kapoor said.
Although the crew faced technical
difficulties and a post-pandemic learning
curve, she said the drama students were still
able to put on an amazing performance and
improvise with what they had.
"I think our strength lies in how we are
able to come together and work well as a
team," Kapoor said. “For what it has started
as, this play as a whole has come so far and
I’m proud of this entire cast and crew.” u
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Blurred graffiti from the night of Oct. 31 scrawled across a wall at LGHS.
a loud “altercation.” Sheehan then
accused the mayor’s husband of
allegedly threatening to kill her,
and put up a restraining order.
When a resident was dropping
off the letter at the mayor’s home,
the door went unanswered and
the resident began to scream “f-- LGBTQ” and demanded the
mayor leave Los Gatos, according
to Mercury News. Following
this incident, a decision to keep
council meetings online to prevent
such disruptions was made.
The
increased
distress
prompted
California
state
legislator Senator Dave Cortese
and
Assemblymember
Evan
Low to send a letter to Town
Manager Laurel Prevetti on Oct.
19, requesting an explanation
of the policy on harassment for
public leaders and what is done to
protect their families, in addition
to keeping elected officials safe
and preventing bullying. He also
condemned the recent disruption
of meetings.
United against hate rally
Following
these
events,
multiple groups, including the Los
Gatos Union District and Jewish
Silicon Valley, partnered up to take
action and hold a United Against
Hate rally.
The event, which took place
on Nov. 14, involved over 2,000
attendees marching from Fisher
Middle school to the Civic Center
to condemn hate speech and
encourage community unity.
Gray’s hope was to strengthen
community bonds and encourage
community members to combat
discriminatory attitudes and acts

of hatred.
“People need to understand
and learn to trust each other in
order to solve the problems that
are happening in our society,” Gray
said. “If I could make a statement,
to anybody that I think might
make a difference, it would just be,
‘Let's talk. Let's get to know each
other. Help me to understand what
it is that you're afraid of.’”
According to Gray, there are
many people in the community
who wish to stand together despite
divisive and hateful attitudes, and
the United Against Hate rally is a
reflection of that sentiment. She
is hopeful that the rally helped to
“bolster all of us in rejecting the
kind of hurtful, hateful behavior
that we're seeing.”

“I think there's so
much power in a large
gathering of people
standing together.”
JSV CEO

Lael Gray

“I think there's so much power
in a large gathering of people
standing together and saying,
‘We're here for each other, and
we don't hate you.’ It's the most
powerful thing to see that there are
allies,” Gray said. “It's good for me
to stand there and say, ‘I'm with
you, I see you and I'm not going
to stand for this kind of behavior
against you’ — and for them to
do the same for me. It's just so
reassuring.” u
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Board supports graduation requirement
ASB faces
legal issues alignment, door open for full alignment
raised by a
denied club
BY

ChristinaChang

& LynnDai

SelinaChen
& LihiShoshani
BY

When a student — whose identity
remains confidential due to Associated
Student Body (ASB) rules — was notified in mid-October that their club was
rejected, the student emailed the club
commissioners and brought to their attention the Equal Access Act of 1984, a
federal law that prohibits schools from
denying student groups the right to meet
for “religious, political, philosophical
or other content of the speech” reasons.
ASB is now grappling with determining
the law’s scope and potential repercussions that may fundamentally change the
club approval process.
Traditionally, ASB evaluated clubs by
the criteria outlined in a holistic rubric
in order to avoid an oversaturation of
opportunities offered to students. The
club that cited the access act was rejected
because it did not meet the majority of
the criteria listed on the rubric. After the
rejection, the student notified the ASB of
the Equal Access Act.
“[The student] talked about how the
rejection was supposedly unlawful and
discriminatory,” senior club commissioner Grace Hsu said. “Once [the student] introduced this act to us, it just
crumbled our system. Everything has
been really confusing because we don't
know how the act specifically applies to
our school.”
In response, the club commissioners
set up a meeting with the student, two
members of ASB and activities director
Kristen Cunningham.
The ASB is also talking to principal
Greg Louie, district superintendent Mike
Grove, representatives from the Federal
Department of Education and Santa
Clara County Department of Education,
the district’s legal team and other schools
in the area.
The act states that public schools cannot discriminate against non-curricular
clubs based on their “rhetoric” and was
intended to protect clubs such as a Bible
group or a LGBTQ+ group.
But “rhetoric” is so vague so the act
can practically apply to all clubs, senior
club commissioner Nandini Desai said.
However, the club commissioners
found some differences between ASB-affiliated clubs and the clubs that are protected under the act: Clubs that are not
accepted by ASB do not receive funding,
have a bank account or participate in
Club Rush and Club Day.
But rejected clubs can still function as
an unaffiliated group, Hsu said. Currently, ASB is trying to figure out what the
law means, as it could lead to potential
lawsuits if a club believes a rejection is
unfair.
“We'd rather handle it now and take it
head on rather than pushing it onto future ASB officers when it might create a
much bigger problem,” Hsu said. “We've
been pretty transparent about it, and
we're not afraid to tell people.” u
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At their Nov. 16 meeting, the Los Gatos-Saratoga Union High School District board discussed potential methods
to align the SHS and LGHS curriculums,
which would drastically change the current
course offerings for both schools.
Three board members voted in favor of
aligning graduation requirements and two
graduation requirement alignment or full
alignment. Superintendent Mike Grove
recommended aligning graduation requirements in the next few years. However,
no definite consensus was reached, and exploring the differences in AP and Honors
classes at the two schools at some future
time for full alignment is still a possibility.
The board earlier heard the conclusions of the Curriculum Alignment Course
Pathway Committee (CACPC), composed
of Grove; associate superintendent Carrie
Bosco; LGSUHSD board members David
Guidry and Katherine Tseng; Director of
School Culture, Climate and Curriculum
and Instruction Jamal Splane; the principals of both SHS and LGHS; two guidance
counselors; nine teachers; seven parents
and five student representatives. The group
discussed alignment options this fall.
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The LGSUHSD board, Curriculum Alignment Course Pathway Committee, teachers, parents and students convene to discuss the issues at hand at the Nov. 16 board meeting.

science, social studies, English and math or
autonomy (maintaining the status quo).
Through three Zoom meetings — two
hours on Sept. 22, three hours on Sept. 30
and three hours on Oct. 21 — the committee discussed the situation and also came
up with a third “alternative” option: aligning graduation requirements.
By the final meeting, 15.4% of the comSHS and LGHS differ in course pathways, mittee was in support of the full alignment
option, 42.3% in support of autonomy and
graduation requirements
Currently, nearly all the core math 42.3% in support of graduation requirecourses are aligned, but SHS has a larger ment alignment. In all, about 85% of the
selection of advanced courses, while LGHS committee voted against full alignment,
has a wider range of support and remedia- including all teachers and students.
If curriculum alignment were to occur,
tion courses. Similarly, both schools offer a
variety of science courses at different levels. both schools would offer the same core
Juniors and seniors share nine courses at classes and grading policies. The district
both schools, but LGHS offers Agroecolo- would formulate small staff workgroups
gy while SHS offers Marine Biology, a com- for identified pathways to study and make
bined AP Physics 1 and 2 and college prep recommendations to the board regarding
aligning course pathways and ofEnvironmental Science.
ferings.
According to the committee’s
Supporters of this approach of
final report, current 9th and 10th
this approach reasoned that simgrade English courses at SHS
ilar course offerings would allow
maintain homogenous learning
students to reach their maximum
environments that “create more
potential and should be available
community and support students
at both schools, as the “fundamenwith the additional academic
tal student populations are not that
stress” while LGHS courses give
different,” according to the Curricstudents more leeway in choosing
Grove
ulum Alignment Course Pathway
between honors and college prep
Advisory Group Report released in
(CP) courses.
The primary difference in the two November.
Committee members who supported
schools’ pathways are the different graduation requirements and AP/honors course aligning graduation requirements said doofferings. Both schools require four years ing so defines what the district values but
of English, two years of math, science and also allows autonomy.
Junior Shaan Sridhar, who sat on the
P.E., one year of either world language or
visual and performing arts and one semes- committee, said his perspective on the ister of applied arts. However, SHS requires sue changed during the meetings. In the
3.5 years of history and 65 additional cred- first meeting, he was supportive of total
its to graduate, while LGHS requires 3 alignment, but after hearing the arguments
against alignment — the lengthy process
years of history and 75 additional credits.
While sports and marching band count to align and how a fully aligned curricuas P.E. credits for SHS freshman, LGHS lum may not support the different cultures
freshman who take a sport must also take of the two schools — Sridhar’s perspective
P.E., which has an integrated health curric- changed. By the third meeting, however, he
supported the aligning graduation requireulum at LGHS.
LGHS also gives more freedom for its ments as he realized that the school’s gradstudents in fulfilling the world history re- uation values should be the same.
Teachers and students advocating for no
quirement. Sophomores there have the
option to take either World History or AP alignment said autonomy promotes innoEuropean History to fulfill their gradu- vation and allows both schools to address
ation requirement, while sophomores at the needs of students in real time, while full
alignment disempowers educators and pits
SHS are limited to World History.
Knowing that Gov. Gavin Newsom's schools against each other.
“I do not believe a ‘one size fits all’ is a
recent graduation requirement of ethnic
studies in the state would facilitate discus- good approach in this case,” math departsion and “engage the entire community” ment head Kristen Hamilton told The Falbefore the 2025-26 school year, the board con. “Creativity, innovation and passion
decided to begin discussion of graduation come from autonomy. Students and teachers are not robots with the same program;
requirement changes now, Grove said.
Adding to the controversy, full align- let's not turn ourselves into numbers. We
ment of courses would force structural are people and deserve to have a choice.
changes to SHS’s Media Arts Program Universities specialize in different areas,
(MAP) and LGHS’s Learn, Explore, Act high schools should be able to do the same.”
Hamilton said adding honors and APs
and Design Program (LEAD).
to the schools is detrimental to students
because they will have to take more of
Committee votes against alignment
Going in, the committee was presented those courses in order to compete against
with two potential recommendations: full their peers on paper during the college apalignment for core academic pathways in plication process.

Board favors graduation alignment, partially favors total alignment, acknowledges timing
In the statement he offered at the beginning of the Nov. 16 curriculum change
board meeting, Grove said he saw the
alignment of graduation requirements as
a “core function of the board and school
district to set clear and consistent expectations for earning a diploma from our
school district.”
He said the current pathways reflect the
difference in potential demand and levels
of academic stress between the schools.
Grove said he has not seen evidence suggesting that a lack of alignment between
course pathways creates issues in terms
of equity, college entrance and other outcomes. During the meeting, Grove stressed
the need to identify the purposes for honors and AP courses especially in regards to
students’ academic stress.
“If we have some significant discussion
and arrive at a guiding philosophy about
honors and AP, I think that will lead to
a better outcome when we start talking
about alignment,” Grove said. “I believe
that [strategies for reducing academic
stress] can include potential adjustments to
course offerings, but will expand into other areas like homework, grading practices,
better education of students, staff and parents regarding college admissions.”
Board member Cynthia Chang acknowledged that the three curriculum
change options are a "much larger task for
our school district to address in terms of
academic stress," because it also encapsulates grading practices, peer pressures and
unrealistic expectations that come with extracurricular and athletic activities.
Chang wanted to ensure that students at
both schools have flexibility in their decisions regardless of the alignment of course
pathways. As such, she recommended
combining the options of aligning graduation requirements and core academic pathways, albeit not immediately.
Ultimately, the board has not yet made
a final decision on which pathway to take
regarding course alignment, though teachers, parents and students continue to voice
their opinions.
Sridhar said a major problem with trying to make a decision on curriculum alignment is the poor timing of the discussion.
For him, this year is the most stressful he’s
had, not just because it’s his junior year, but
because of the return to in-person education, the new bell schedule and COVID-19
protocols; amid grappling with all the reforms, teachers and students would have
to also face a potentially massive change
affecting all students and educators.
“I don't think the district needed another red-hot issue to be worrying about,” Sridhar said. “It would be more productive to
spend our time and resources focusing on
more pressing issues like learning loss, and
the discussion of curriculum alignment is
inviting a whole realm of problems into
our lives that we don't need to deal with
right now.” u
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Department chairs voice their wide-ranging
concerns in an open letter to district leaders
FACULTY BELIEVES
THIS ISN'T THE YEAR TO
IMPLEMENT NEW AGENDA
BY VictoriaHu

“We are concerned about all of us and
here is why. As certified representatives of
the leadership body at Saratoga High, we
have identified that student stress is high
and teacher morale is at a record low.”
In an open letter email sent to the LGSUHSD district leadership and school
board on Nov. 2, SHS’s department chairs
expressed their worries about the mental
wellbeing of students and staff.
Due to the stress of transitioning in-person while simultaneously implementing
new initiatives like advisories and curriculum alignment committees, they called for
more teacher and student inclusion in the
district’s decision-making process.
In the email, the department chairs
chronicled red flags indicating high stress
levels in the student body — such as recent
surges in wellness center referrals, class
drops, course changes and an increase in
students battling anxiety.
Guidance department chair Alinna Satake attributes this to the drastic change
from flexible online learning to structured,
in-person learning. Students plunged back
on-campus have to relearn classroom
norms, she said.

“There's only so many
emotional units we can put
into activities, and we're
already exhausted.”
COUNSELOR

Alinna Satake

“There hasn’t been the proper space and
time for everybody to focus on wellbeing,”
Satake said. “I see a lot of students coming
in, and they’re sad and overwhelmed.”
In addition, the department chairs
reported that staff feel “anxious, overwhelmed, frustrated and sad.” Swamped
with the demands of post-pandemic teach-

ing while juggling curriculum changes
and district-pushed committees, they have
struggled to pace with growing workloads.
This feeling of fatigue in SHS’s educators
comes amidst a nationwide trend prevalent since the start of 2021: In a survey of
National Education Association members,
32% of respondents said the pandemic
caused them to plan quitting their profession earlier than expected.
In the process of reopening for the new
academic year, teacher resignation caused
a dire shortage which the California State
Board of Education president, Linda Darling-Hammond, called “a nationwide and
definitely a statewide issue.”
Saratoga is part of this mass exodus of
staff members: assistant principal Kerry
Mohnike, administrative assistant Janet
Verson, science teacher Jill McCrystal and
librarian Kevin Heyman have retired since
the start of the pandemic. The open letter
reported that SHS’s significant administration turnover and staff member retirement
have increased work for those remaining,
leading to a rough start to the new year.
For the teachers that have returned to the
classroom, COVID-19 protocols have hindered their lessons.
Math department head Kristen Hamilton said she struggles to read students’ expressions through masks to decipher when
they do not understand concepts.
As a result of projecting her voice
through a mask, she has lost her voice three
times since the start of the semester.
Furthermore, learning loss from the
pandemic has caused teachers to spend immense amounts of time making accommodations and adjusting curriculum pacing to
support students.
“It’s all these little things adding up,”
Hamilton said. “It’s hard, and we’re tired.”
On top of pandemic-related challenges,
the letter reported that staff feel the “crushing weight” of participating in ambitious
new undertakings and committees that the
district and board leadership have initiated
for the 2021-22 school year, including reduced tutorials and advisory lessons.
They also attend meetings for curriculum alignment, Anti-Racism, Culture of
Consent, bell schedule, GPA alignment and
Portrait of a Graduate committees as well as
PLCs — professional learning communities.

FALCON // JORDAN WAITE

Chinese teacher ChenHui Wu helps sophomore Jarrett Singh. Teachers noted that they have
many new struggles this school year, with the mask mandate being just one of the many.
Although Satake and department chairs
think these committees are crucial, they feel
burdened by the rushed implementation.
“I can’t even keep track of all the meetings I’ve been invited to or the all new initiatives that need a counselor on them,”
Satake said. “There’s only so many spoons
and emotional units we can invest into activities. In short, we’re already depleted and
exhausted.”
To communicate their concerns, the
department chairs met during one of their
prep periods to draft the open letter. Each
head provided input to represent their respective departments and ensured everyone
was comfortable with the statements in the
email, Satake said.
On Nov. 4, Los Gatos High School department chairs replied with their own letter to the district and board in support of
the opinions expressed by many in Saratoga
High’s.
Both schools urged the board and district’s decision-makers to postpone huge
decisions, such as employing PLC’s and
curriculum redesign, in order to prioritize
student and staff mental health.
“The staff has spoken up numerous times
about the validity of these and other issues,
and we do not feel heard,” the department

heads’ email stated. “When community
members/staff/students articulate concerns,
it does not appear that stakeholder opinions
hold equal value and more control than ever
is in the school board’s hands.”
Across both schools, department chairs
hope for teacher leaders to hold more influence in shaping policy — instead of a “topdown” approach.
Hamilton and Satake recommend for
district and board leadership to visit campus
to see day-to-day activities and build a sense
of community. This will help bridge the gap
between policy-makers and classroom level
impacts.
“I think it would be helpful for [district
and board leaders] to be observers,” Hamilton said. “If they really put themselves in the
shoes of students or teachers, it would build
some better understanding to inform their
decisions.”
The letter closed with hopes for productive discussion and collaboration among
staff and policy-makers.
As a result of the letter, district leaders
and two board members met with the SHS
department chairs on Nov. 9 in a world cafe-style exchange of ideas. Los Gatos department chairs participated in a similar event a
few days later. u

Marching Band finishes season on a high note
BY

ShannonMa

& BrianSheen

The 150 members of the marching band
waited in anticipation, breaths misting in
the cold night air as they watched drum majors Ryan Lee, Christopher Okuno and Petr
Tupitsyn standing at attention on the football field below for the results of the Nov 13.
Napa Valley Band Reserve to be announced.
After nearly three months of rehearsals, they were thrilled to take home all four
sweepstakes awards — general effect and
showmanship, music, visual and mayor’s
choice — as well as first overall in brass, percussion and color guard.
The show, called “Be Anything, Anywhere, Anyone,” explored both classical and
jazz music, taking inspiration from “Pure
Imagination” by Leslie Bricusse and Anthony Newley, Prokofiev’s “Symphony Number
Five” and Bastille’s “Distorted Light Beam,”
in addition to featuring vocals from Zachary Noah Piser, the alternate Evan in Broadway’s cast of “Dear Evan Hansen.” During
the show, marching band members danced
and mimicked birds and strongmen.
“It was a great season despite all the challenges we faced coming out of COVID-19,”
freshman bass clarinet player Asheesh
Goswami said. “The show was a unique
blend of both traditional and contemporary
elements.”

Band director Jason Shiuan said the
music “guided the creative decisions” in
show design, and that the visuals and music
“melded together” well. He was proud of the
high level of artistry the show presented.
“Not having played together for a year
and a half, we really pulled off a show that
was very creative, artistic and effective,”
Shiuan said.
The show included innovative elements
such as a “big band” that played while the
rest of the band danced as well as a percussion feature, which brass captain and senior
trumpet player Yoshiki Shimokawa said
was not done before by many schools.
Along with the Napa Valley Band Reserve, the marching band also performed
at two other competitions: the Cupertino
Tournament of Bands (TOB) on Oct. 9 and
the Foothill Band Review on Oct. 23.
Despite half the band being new to field
performances, the marching band won
third place in woodwinds and percussion,
second place in color guard, first place in
general effect and overall champion in the
6A division at TOB. Their performance
at the Foothill Band Review earned them
second place in percussion, general effect,
visual and second place overall in the 6A
division as well as first place in color guard.
Shiuan credited all this success to the students’ patience, focus and determination in
the unique post-pandemic season. During

Courtesy of ISABELLE GECILS

Marching band performs together at the Napa Valley Band Reserve competition on Nov. 13.
their daily drills and rehearsals, Shiuan said
that the band “bought into the mindset that
if we do this right now, then it'll pay off.”
Shimokawa pointed to the design of the
show as spurring the band’s enthusiasm.
“Because the staff was able to design such
an impactful show, the members were more
excited and able to understand the show at a
high level,” Shimokawa said.

Shiuan added that this year’s show has set
the band up for continued growth.
“It was a big success thanks to a solid
sense of community in the group, and the
student leaders really stepped up to make
sure the experience was positive,” Shiuan
said. “I think it creates a lot of momentum
for us, looking into what we want to be able
to do in the future.” u
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New on-site COVID-19 testing aids school
through first student case since re-opening
BY JonnyLuo

The school recorded its first student
COVID-19 case on Nov. 4. Previously, two
school employees had tested positive for
COVID-19.
The student, who The Falcon is not naming to protect her privacy, tested positive
through a test done outside of school. After
her father tested positive for COVID-19, she
and her entire family got tested on Nov. 3.
“We thought he just had allergies,” the
girl said. “But we got him tested just to be
safe and because there was no reason not to.”
She displayed symptoms and consequently had to quarantine for 10 days; she is
back at school and able to attend her normal
classes.
For her, the biggest consequence was
catching up on her missed schoolwork.
After the student received her results,
the school pulled students out of class who
shared classes with her to conduct contact
tracing, assisted by Inspire Diagnostics, a
company providing COVID-19 testing and
tracing for the school.
Inspire Diagnostics provides free PCR
tests at the health office every Tuesday from
8:30-10:30 a.m. and Thursday from 2-4 p.m.
and to the Los Gatos health office on Tuesdays from 2-4 p.m. and on Thursdays from

SALARIES

8:30-10:30 a.m. PCR (Polymerase Chain
Reaction) is a lab technique that tests for
the genetic material of the COVID-19 virus,
and it is considered the most accurate test
available by a Yale Medicine infectious disease specialist.
Any student or staff may take the optional PCR test, and notifications will be sent
out to those required to take the test — such
as this particular case, where students were
pulled out of class for a special testing session provided by the company.
Close contacts to COVID-19 cases must
be immediately tested by a PCR test, then
tested again five days later. Vaccinated students who are asymptomatic during this
period may stay at school, although unvaccinated students may not. If a student develops symptoms during this time, they would
have to stay home, assistant principal Brian
Thompson said.
Students who fail to complete their
Screener-19 daily check-ins regularly may
also be pulled out of class to take the test,
Thompson said.
The school is providing PCR testing because rapid antigen testing, a quicker but
less reliable COVID-19 test, is no longer
accepted by the Santa Clara County Health
Department to determine whether a student
has contracted COVID-19, Thompson said.

creasingly concerning to teachers. Because
the pay teachers receive here isn’t keeping
up with rapidly increasing consumer priccontinued from pg. 1
es, some are considering applying to highteachers told the five-member board that er-paying districts while candidates for
their paychecks aren't keeping up with in- open positions have sometimes taken jobs
in higher-paying districts.
flation.
Teachers told the board about having to
The primary cause for this demonstration, teachers said, was the absence of work extra jobs or rent out rooms in their
significant wage increases in several years houses.
“It’s sad to hear that someone who
as the board has sought to put away more
money in a reserve fund to be used in case works here full time still has to put in 20 or
30 hours for an outside job or second job
of budget shortfalls.
By law, California public schools must or a side hustle, just so that they can make
keep a minimum of 3 percent in reserve. ends meet,” Satake said.
Math teacher Seema Patel is one of sevAccording to a report presented at a California Teacher Association meeting on eral teachers on campus who has taken on
Nov. 18, the district is keeping 15.75 per- a separate part-time job.
“I have two degrees and a full-time job,
cent in the reserve, or about $9 million.
This reserve means better protection yet I need a part-time job to be able to stay
against disasters in the long term, but it in this area,” Patel said. “That should not be
also means less money for employees in the what I have to do. When you’re mentally
and physically exhausted, how can you fulshort term, teachers say.
Currently, the yearly minimum salary ly be there for your students?”
Math teacher Kristen Hamilton menfor a new teacher with a bachelor’s degree
is $67,755. When compared to some other tioned that the increasing demands placed
local districts, salaries for teachers, which on teachers within the past few years, espeaverages around $100,000, have fallen be- cially during the pandemic, have not been
hind, now ranking 10th among districts in compensated in terms of salary.
Teachers pointed out the district is conSanta Clara County.
According to guidance counselor Alin- sistently high-performing, being recently
na Satake, teachers here are making $5,000 awarded the distinction of No. 1 district in
to $30,000 less a year compared to their the state by both Newsweek Magazine and
counterparts in districts such as Mountain Niche, but their salaries don't reflect the
View-Los Altos, Palo Alto and Santa Clara. work they are doing.
“We should be on par salary-wise, esWith inflation running at 6.2% from
last October to this October, the lack of pecially since there are other districts in
corresponding wage raises is becoming in- our area who are paying those fair wages,”
Hamilton said.
The DTA has also held two morning
rallies, one on Oct. 29 and the other on
Nov. 10, in which teachers grouped along
Herriman Avenue. Before school started
at 8:30 a.m., teachers lined up along Herriman Avenue, carrying signs to advocate
for their cause. Hamilton showed a sign
depicting the steep increase in cost of living and the flat increases in teacher salaries.
In addition, teachers have organized
certain days to wear all black as a way of
directing attention to the issue.
The DTA is now in the process of negotiating with the district leaders using interest-based bargaining, a method favored by
the district. A second negotiation meeting
will be held on Nov. 23.
“In my 17 years at the district, we have
never rallied in front of our schools and at
the board meeting,” Patel said. “I am very
FALCON // SELINA CHEN
Board member Cynthia Chang walks proud that we have stood up for ourselves
through line of rallying teachers on Nov. 16. to demand what we have earned.” u
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Inspire Diagnostic employees facilitated COVID-19 testing on Nov. 16 by swabbing noses.
The school has also implemented surveillance testing, where students and staff
members get weekly testing. The school
hopes to eventually regularly test 20 percent
of the population, or 130 students every day
testing is available.
The school has pulled students out to ask
if they wanted to do surveillance testing,
and so far, no positive cases have emerged

through it — a sign that COVID-19 is minimally present in the school.
“The timing of this particular
[COVID-19] case worked out nicely,”
Thompson said. “Since it was on a weekday, we were able to ask Inspire Diagnostics
to do a special testing session, so students
didn’t need to go out into the community
and do it themselves.” u

Culture of Consent email
incites teacher backlash

she acknowledges there may be benefits to
using written warnings instead, as she currently prefaces the screening with a verbal
On Oct. 25, the Culture of Consent trigger warning. She recommends students
task force sent an email titled “Including to present research supporting the usage of
Trigger Warnings in Curriculum” to many written warnings.
“I'm pretty sure I'm aligned with [the
teachers, urging them to include trigger
warnings before covering sensitive movies, group] on their overall intentions,” she
said. “I just think in the current pophotographs and discussion topics
litical climate, a lot of people who
in class to avoid student distress.
are not teachers are suggesting what
The email almost immediately
we should be doing, so I think some
received backlash from teachers.
teachers felt that particular letter
Some felt targeted, as the emails
was encouraging us to change curappeared to be individually sent to
riculum, and I'm not sure that was
select teachers. Others didn’t like
the intent of the group.”
its tone or the presumption that
Internally, not all members of
they weren’t looking out for their
Culture of Consent reviewed the
students’ well-being.
Ritchie
email before it was sent. One student
In the email, the senders inhad written the email, and a few othtroduced themselves as “a team of
students and staff committed to disman- er students had proofread it before it was
tling rape culture and creating a support- sent.
Following the backlash, Culture of Conive space for survivors on our campus,” but
sent members worked with several teachers
they did not reveal their names.
Acknowledging the need for discomfort to write and revise an apology for the letter.
in education, the task force claimed to “not The letter attempted to address most of the
want to conflate trigger warnings with a teachers’ concerns.
In the email, they listed every member
coddled or censored education” — instead,
they said trigger warnings can help stu- of the task force both in the text and in
dents make informed decisions. They sug- the signature and apologized for “forceful
gested teachers create alternative activities wording, anonymity and the general poor
for students who feel uncomfortable with execution of our email.” Teachers were
generally appreciative of the apology, albethe material.
it with minor concerns over the email still
individually addressing each teacher.
“With everything nowadays, you have to
Following the backlash,
make sure you collaborate with everybody
Culture of Consent members before you start sending things out,” Special
worked with several teachers Education teacher Dan Wallace said. “It’s a
learning lesson. I thought their apology was
to write and revise an
very appropriate.”
apology.
In addition to the task force’s apology email, principal Greg Louie also sent a
response to all of the teachers, acknowlThe email specifically mentioned the edging their concerns and apologizing on
English 11 Honors screening of “Twelve behalf of the task force. He plans to work
Years a Slave” as potentially triggering, with the Culture of Consent commission in
adding that the consent form to watch the the future, meeting every month to “discuss
movie was insufficiently explicit about sen- any plans, activities, and forms of commusitive material, and that an alternate assign- nication.”
“Though I know many of the students
ment should be made available to students.
English 11 Honors teacher Natasha and I know that the intentions of the stuRitchie, who shows “Twelve Years a Slave” dents on the Culture of Consent Task Force
as part of her curriculum, felt that this ex- were good, the execution of their requests
ample didn’t fit well, as there was already an and messaging has room to improve,” Louie
alternative assignment available. However, said. u
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Tech funding is a challenge
that schools across the nation
have wrestled with for years and
SHS is no exception. Even the
district’s funds, the SHS Foundation and other sources haven’t
been enough to meet the growing needs.
Students have returned to
campus with aging laptops ranging from 2 to 8 years old to use in
classrooms and the district technology department, composed of
a mere 4.5 members, has weathered students’ frustration and
concerns.
One example: In classes like
newspaper and yearbook, where
the effectiveness of Adobe programs is dependent on the hard
drives of existing technology, entire electives are at stake. If these
computers are hanging on their
last thread, so are the classes.
The current iMacs in the
journalism room, for example,
are 2013 models. Developments
since then, such as faster, 18-core
CPUs and updated ventilation
systems in iMac Pros, satisfy
speed requirements for Adobe
software. Without them, Adobe
software cannot reliably be run
on 2013 iMac computers.
Combined with some 350
students from the entire Media
Arts Program, which also heavily
relies on Adobe software, these
classes impact 470 students —
nearly 40% of the school’s population.
While the technology department actively reviews applications for new technology
and technology replacements,
such changes consume tens of
thousands of dollars at a time:
Refreshing all 33 of the J-room
computers will likely cost upwards of $55,000, according to
Julie Grenier, the district’s director of educational technology.
For an aspect of daily life that
has arguably had the greatest impact on students over the pandemic, technology should be top
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School needs a tech-based booster group

THIRDPERIOD
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priority. But even so, funds are
limited and the school district
can’t refresh all classrooms at
the same time — that would cost
millions of dollars. So where can
the school allocate the necessary
funds to refresh technology?
In recent years, students have
been encouraged to bring their
own devices to school for classes.
Admittedly, this does save money, but not every student can or
will be able to bring an acceptable device.
Outside the current scope of
the school, seeking donations
from alumni is another possible
way to get more tech funding.
According to US News, alumni
donations at U.S. colleges alone
totaled more than $11 billion in
2019.
Along with measures to cut
costs or seek funding from outside sources, the school should
create a booster organization
dedicated only to tech funding.
A tech-focused booster organization could fund additional
(and important) tech employees
and focus on raising money for
everything from iPads in math
classes to Chromebook carts in
science classes.
In addition to funds from
students and parents, the booster organization could also reach
out to companies like FAANG on
behalf of Saratogan employees,
which could land relatively upto-date technology and simultaneously help recycle equipment
that would otherwise end up in
landfills.
Historically, collecting adequate funding for refreshing outdated technology in schools has
been a struggle. In 2011, the state
gutted education funds as population declined, an issue that has
progressively been getting worse
since the pandemic.
Despite the $1.69 million annual loss in funding for the district at the start of the pandemic, the district tech department

ANDREW LIN

was able to issue Chromebooks
for students during quarantine,
and nearly every staff member
received a new laptop in addition to other necessary equipment such as document cameras
to weather the change to online
teaching.
Funds were also directed toward upgrading wireless infrastructure in 2020, which include
rooftop wireless sites and other
facilities that transmit wireless
communications, thereby providing more access points for
students when they returned on
campus.

Changes like these are often
happening without students even
realizing it: Beyond updating
computers, the school also has to
fund for hardware like projection
systems, AV (audiovisual) systems, printer maintenance and
software systems like Canvas and
Google licensing for students. A
tech booster organization could
only help with these enormous
expenses.
With the huge role of technology in the school today, more
should be done to maintain it,
and a dedicated booster organization is a good place to start. u
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The Saratoga Falcon staff voted 38-0 in favor of the story.

ShaanShridar

The new bell schedule implemented at the start of the 202122 school year is likely the most
unanimously disliked policy on
campus.
The schedule contains non-daily tutorials, inconsistent class
times, an unnecessarily long announcements period and frustrating 10-minute passing periods.
It is so atrocious that it is impeding students’ ability to learn and
teachers’ ability to teach.
But it’s about to change: At the
board meeting on Nov. 16, the
Los Gatos Saratoga Joint Union
High School District (LGSUHSD)
Board of Trustees unanimously
agreed to change the bell schedule for second semester. The new
schedule will include daily tutorials, but the other specifics have yet
to be determined.
The district proposed six schedule proposals to the five-member
board to consider, and they chose
three that they favored. The district will use the board’s feedback
to create a master schedule that
will be negotiated with the District Teacher Association (DTA).
The new schedule will need to be
announced and approved in December.

The first option (Draft A) features shortened 85-minute classes
(as opposed to the current 90 minutes), 10-minute passing periods,
40-minute daily tutorials and consistent class times. It ends at 2:20
p.m. or 3:55 p.m. on Red Days, and
2:25 p.m. on Blue Days.

The schedules are
complicated, but if
analyzed closely, it is
clear that Draft A is the
best option.
The second option (Draft C)
features 88-minute classes, 8-minute passing periods and wildly
inconsistent start times; there are
daily tutorials that are 30 minutes
on Red Days and 37 minutes on
Blue Days. It ends at 2:19 p.m. or
3:55 p.m. on Red Days, and 2:31
p.m. on Blue Days.
The third and last option (Draft
F) features 90-minute classes,
5-minute passing periods and inconsistent class start times; daily
tutorials are 25 minutes on Red
Days and 45 minutes on Blue
Days. It ends at 2:20 p.m. or 3:55

p.m. on Red Days, and 2:45 p.m.
on Blue Days. In all honesty, the
schedules are complicated, but
if analyzed closely, it is clear that
Draft A is the best option. The
strange start times of Draft C make
it a non-starter — no student is going to remember that third period
starts at 10:43 a.m. or that sixth
period starts at 12:58 p.m.
Draft F is attractive: It fixes
warning bells by reducing passing
periods to 5 minutes, keeps classes
at 90 minutes and implements a
daily tutorial.
But the tutorials are unbalanced and the 25 minutes allotted
to Red Days is simply not enough.
To top it off, the schedule remains
inconsistent as class times are not
the same between Red and Blue
Days.
So we are left with Draft A.
A 40-minute tutorial is added to
both Blue and Red Days, allotting teachers and students a large
chunk of time to work together
and combat learning loss.
The schedule is consistent between Blue and Red Days, making it less confusing. School ends
earlier on than all the other schedules, allowing students more time
to relax at home and focus on their
homework and extracurriculars.
However, it unfortunately still

includes 10-minute passing periods. The district could reduce the
passing periods down to 5 minutes, like in Draft F. The change
would sacrifice about 2,500 instructional minutes, but could still
be possible.
Unfortunately, all of the schedules have one big drawback: Red
Days end at 3:55 if students have a
7th period, requiring any schedule
to have the approval of the DTA,
which is not guaranteed and could
be complicated by ongoing compensation negotiations.
But while a supermajority of
stakeholders indicated they would
not support a later end time for
school, a majority also indicated
that they wanted daily tutorials
— it’s impossible to have both,
and daily tutorials are far more
important. A 3:55 p.m. end time
is also not bad when compared to
other districts, like 4:01 p.m. in the
Palo Alto Union School District.
It’s important that the bell
schedule is perfected next semester. The last thing stakeholders want is to have to change this
schedule again. Draft A is the closest the district will get to a perfect
schedule.
So — district leaders — among
these options, please choose Draft
A to be the next bell schedule. u
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Universal health care proposals
are disasters waiting to happen
BY

Keep new bell schedule simple and consistent
BY

The Saratoga Falcon

SarahZhou

Saratoga is a relatively progressive school;
students advocate for numerous political
issues. But while the majority of these are
worth supporting, universal healthcare — in
its currently proposed form in the U.S. — is
not.
Simply put, there is currently no
universal healthcare system — and it should
remain that way. The health care system
is supported by both private and public
insurance programs such as Anthem, Blue
Cross Blue Shield, Medicare and Medicaid.
On average, Americans and their
employers spend over 17% of their yearly
income on health care-related expenses.
When over half the U.S. population lives
mostly paycheck to paycheck and surgery
bills average in the tens of thousands of
dollars, people who cannot afford healthcare
bills avoid seeking medical care.
While “free” or universal health care is
a seemingly simple solution to the cause
of 18% of Americans’ debt, the unintended
consequences risk outweighing the benefits.
Medical workers will get paid less
In 2020, the federal government collected
over $3.42 trillion in tax revenue, yet this
amount wouldn’t even cover a year’s worth
of medical expenses — a total of over $3.8
trillion.
To satisfy the bills of over 130 million
people who visit the Emergency Room
each year, workers would need to pay an
extra 21.2 percent payroll tax in addition to
current taxes.
Government-run health care would
displace privately owned hospitals and
medical insurance companies, and most
medical professionals would not be happy
with the result.
For one, being on the government’s
payroll through tax income would leave a
flawed pay system in dispute. The process
of determining salaries of surgeons,
pediatricians, nurses and various other
hospital workers would vary, much like the
varying minimum wage across states.
Under a single-payer system, the
government would lower payments to

hospitals and cut provider payments by
around 40% compared to private health
insurance.
This would lower the money for physician
salaries by nearly 30%, disincentivizing
our best and brightest from going into an
already demanding profession that requires
many years of education beyond a bachelor’s
degree. Currently, doctors working for
private practices can charge whatever they
want, and usually, the price depends on
their level of expertise.
Under universal health care, however,
salaries would be proportional mainly to
a doctor’s seniority and the number of
patients doctors see or hours they work.
Basically, two surgeons with vastly different
competencies would still be making roughly
the same amount of money if they work for
the same amount.
A lack of reward for the long hours
doctors put in during residency and medical
school would also likely slow the influx of
students interested in becoming doctors,
adding to the already growing shortage of
physicians in the U.S.
Why would they sacrifice their quality
of life — earning the same income as the
average U.S. citizen during their residency
— to do a job 15 times as stressful?
Should UHC apply to chronic illnesses?
Plenty of tough medically related
decisions are then left to the broken system
to decide. If a person is chronically ill,
should they still be entitled to free treatment
until they pass away?
If the answer to that question is yes, to
what extent does free healthcare apply to
patients? On average, cancer treatment
costs nearly $150,000 per patient with
some cancers such as mesothelioma having
a mortality rate of 92.8%. Would a patient
with an expensive mesothelioma treatment
plan still be covered?
Free health care is lower quality
In countries with universal health
care, such as Sweden, Japan and Canada,
many single-payer health care systems
have set budget caps. When the cap is
met or exceeded, many patients requiring

treatment are forced to wait until the next
fiscal budget is released, forcing people
to resort to paying out of pocket for nonemergent procedures and leaving many
requiring medical attention with lower
qualities of care.
If there are two treatment pathways for
a patient, with one being more effective
but also more expensive, would the patient
be forced to pick the less effective and less
expensive option?
Alternative health care plans
Over 25% of Medicare spending in the
U.S. is spent on people in the last year of
their lives. Does spending almost $19 billion
yearly on hospice make sense if it means
cost-cutting treatment for healthy patients?
While healthcare is an essential human
right, current policy plans are flawed and
unrealistic.
An alternative to “free” health care
proposals is to incorporate specific health
care subsidies and have people pay for
certain percentages of their hospital bills
according to income, similar to the current
US progressive tax system.
For instance, if a person’s net worth or
yearly income is below $25,000 (minimum
wage annual salary is roughly $15,000 a year
pre-tax), they would pay 5% of their medical
bills and the health care system would cover
the rest.
This system still has many exceptions
where coverage does not apply. For
instance, if it can be proved that someone
is purposefully ignorant of their health to
abuse the system, they would have to pay
out of pocket.
For treatments that cost over $50,000,
the amount a person pays for treatment
is capped at 10% of their income for all
income levels, preventing people in lowerincome levels to be forced to pay their entire
yearly income to health care bills.
Though the above-proposed plan isn’t
the perfect solution — it still requires a tax
hike, reallocation of funds and provides
certain disputable gray areas — it’s still a
better alternative to nearly doubling taxes
and creating unfair wage gaps between
medical professionals.
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Ethnic studies should Winter formal date
be a whole-year class culture isolates singles
BY AndrewLin

A bill passed in October requires
California schools to offer an Ethnic Studies
course by 2025 and makes taking a onesemester Ethnic Studies course a graduation
requirement starting in 2029.
While legislators had good intentions,
this course may prove divisive and
ineffective. In its current form in its first
year at SHS, the ethnic studies course is only
one semester and is offered to freshmen
exclusively.
In a single-semester course, some topics
or events will inevitably be oversimplified,
misrepresented or even skipped, no matter
how skilled our teachers are.
Seeing as the bill was redrafted to
include Sikh, Jewish, Arab and Armenian
Americans, it is clearly important to
lawmakers to sufficiently represent as many
ethnic groups as possible, which makes the
single-semester course more ironic.
Because of this time constraint, the Ethnic
Studies course is fast-paced — especially
for a freshman — and students taking the
current iteration of the class experience a
much higher workload compared to World
Geography.
Additionally, students here so far have
mostly shied away from the class. Due to
a combination of social stigma, parental
pressure and lack of interest in the class or

lack of knowledge about the course, roughly
60 freshmen out of 285 chose to enroll in
Ethnic Studies over World Geography this
year.
In the best-case scenario, some students
will not pay attention or take the content
seriously.
In the worst case, students will act
disrespectfully, joke around and in general
make the experience of the class worse for
people actually interested in it.
In fact, mandating enrollment in an
Ethnic Studies course may cause the
opposite of what lawmakers want to achieve,
influencing some students to take legitimate
issues in society lightly.
These problems can be solved by
going with a full-year course. This will
allow teachers to take their time and
cover all the information thoroughly.
Additionally, this will give it legitimacy
as a class, as well as preventing students
from viewing Ethnic Studies as something
they can halfheartedly cruise through for 18
weeks and never worry about again.
Even though this option will eliminate
Health/Driver’s Ed, the administration
could move the content of that class into
Advisory or cover it in some other way.
Ultimately, considering the importance
of the subject matter, requiring one year
of Ethnic Studies will solve more problems
than it creates.

BY

BenjaminLi

After a year and a half of lonely, virtual
events, winter formal is back and ready
to welcome hordes of students on Dec.
4. However, with all the good food and
fun dancing comes the never-ending
saga of formal dates. Even months before
the dance, the question of “Who are you
taking to Formal?” can be heard around
the school. For some, conversations
about dates, relationships and drama
surrounding Formal are a daily occurrence.

Formal shouldn't revolve
around finding a date
Given the prevalence of this dance within
school culture, it is no surprise that some
students take the matter of dates extremely
seriously. This, however, often leads to
other students feeling pressured into
finding a date for Formal, asking someone
who they don’t know very well instead of
just going alone or with a friend group.
Formal shouldn’t revolve around
finding a date. Students should plan their
night with the people they would have the
most fun with, whether a special individual

or a group of close friends. While there’s
nothing wrong with taking somebody
to the dance and spending most of your
time with them, you should ask someone
who you already know and like: someone
who you can talk to for hours without
growing bored — a friend or a significant
other. There is no reason to scout out other
people for the sole reason of bringing them
as a date. Friendships should be genuine
with both people enjoying the other’s
company, with no motive behind them.
Befriending someone just for a formal
date will not build a stable relationship
that will last long after formal itself. In
addition, forcing yourself to find a date
to not seem “lonely” is stressful. With
couples and dates appearing from nearly
the start of the year, it’s easy to forget that
all relationships develop at their own rate
and shouldn’t be compared to others.
Even if a friend isn’t available as a date,
there’s no reason to stress yourself out
about it. In fact, developing a romantic
relationship isn’t necessary to have a good
time at formal. Taking somebody with
whom you have a platonic friendship has
recently become more acceptable, and is
the structure of most formal dates. A date
should not be forced. Going with friends
or alone are both viable options to have
a good time, which is what the spirit of
Formal should revolve around.
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Minimize harm for teenage girls on Instagram
BY

KaashaMinocha

I got my first Instagram account in seventh grade. Excited, I curated my profile
carefully, posting every two weeks while
aiming to get as many followers as possible.
Scrolling through my feed, I constantly
saw girls wearing heavy makeup and sharing their best moments, and I wanted to be
like them. This constant desire to obtain Instagram’s impossible standards reached its
peak during my junior year.
I began to judge my own value, attractiveness and success, based on what I saw
from others.
I fell into the vicious cycle of comparing
myself to celebrities, models and other girls
at school, and reminded myself that I wasn’t
“smart enough” after seeing our school’s college decisions Instagram account.
Over time, this initial anxiety began to
eat away at my self-worth, leading me to
develop an overwhelming fear of rejection.
Still, I couldn’t convince myself to delete the app. I felt that I would constantly be
missing out.
This decision changed after listening to a
Wall Street Journal podcast, “The Facebook
Files, Part 2: ‘We Make Body Image Issues
Worse,’” revealing how Facebook’s research
concluded that Instagram, which Facebook

owns, was toxic for teenage girls. Their internal study reaffirmed my belief that Instagram negatively affected my mental health.
According to their research, the app has
made body image issues worse for one in
three girls and more than 40% of Instagram
users said they felt “unattractive” while using the app, blaming Instagram for increasing rates in anxiety and depression.
An internal Instagram presentation by
the Journal added that when 32% of teenage
girls “felt bad about their bodies, Instagram
made them feel worse.”
Most striking to me, Instagram research
showed that 13% of British users and 6% of
American users traced their suicidal feelings to Instagram.
So, what shifted my decision to delete it?
Through the podcast, I learned that Facebook is extremely aware of how Instagram
harms users, but dismisses their negative
points; company executives do not make
their research available to academics, lawmakers or the public because it might damage their reputation.
And rather than accepting Instagram’s
downsides, the company flaunts the opposite. In March 2021, Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg said to lawmakers at a congressional hearing that research showed
that social media apps had “positive men-

tal-health benefits” that enabled them to
connect with others.
Though this is a morally gray situation,
Facebook has not tried to address these real
problems.
Instead of trying to minimize harm, they
plan to introduce an Instagram version designed for kids, demonstrating their ignorance and inability to respond to feedback.
To combat this issue, Facebook must
publish its internal research, and users
should be presented with a diverse range of
appearances, backgrounds, body shapes and
sizes to minimize self-comparison, instead
of being overwhelmed with images of idealized bodies in their feeds, advertisements
and Explore Page.
Facebook could also design an algorithm that would sense patterns to improve
well-being.
If a user is engaging or obsessing about
posts that could be harmful, ranging from
body dysmorphia to violence to cyberbullying, the app could gently nudge the user to
images that lead them in a better direction.
Instagram should take immediate steps
to improve it for the most beneficial user
experience, but I decided that I’m not going
to sit around until they do. After much contemplation, I deleted Instagram.
It wasn’t easy to click the permanent
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& KavyaPatel
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delete button, but at the end of the day, at
least I know that I’m doing this for my good,
rather than letting FOMO rule me. u

Ding! Ding! ... Ding! Ding!
Two people have sent you a chat!
Wait, don’t open it right away —
it’s clingy and weird to open a
snap right after you get it.
Hi, we’re Meher and Kavya,
and this is your Snapchat survival
guide on how not to be perceived
as a weirdo.
As avid Snapchat users of
almost 5 years, we can confidently
say that we know the app inside
and out. It might seem simple, but
there are many unspoken rules to
adhere to decrease your chances
of being made fun of.
Rule No. 1: Be cautious about
what you send and upload to your
stories. Since Snapchat is a social
media application, anything you
post can be seen by others. There’s
always the chance that you might
accidentally send a snap to the
wrong person or upload it to your
public story without knowing.
Speaking of stories, there is a

long list of dos and don’ts for what
you should be posting.
Rule No. 2: Don’t ask someone
to give you a shoutout on their
story in turn for you giving them
a shoutout on yours. A shoutout
is like a message someone posts
about you, like “Add Bob on
Snapchat.” This is also known as
a shoutout for shoutout (SFS) and
no one does that anymore.
Another rule of thumb: Don’t
post YOLOs or Sendit boxes
— essentially question boxes —
asking people to slide up on your
story and say something to you.
Absolutely no one cares about
what others have to say to you.
It’s bothersome, and if you
keep spamming your story, you
will certainly get blocked. Plus,
it’s obvious you are responding
to your own YOLOs, seeing as no
one else has the time to slide up
and type out a whole response.
Rule No. 3: If you absolutely
must post a million pictures on
your story, then set up a private
story where only your friends

Rape culture fueled by glorification of sexual violence
HannahLee

TW: The following content includes subjects on sexual violence, rape, and assault.
For decades, media and pop culture have
consistently portrayed men and women
through strict stereotypes: men dominant
and powerful and women as passive and
powerless objects of male sexual desires.
In pop culture, women rarely see their
intelligence or other less-sexualized attributes praised.
Then there are the so-called rape myths
that play a huge factor in influencing our
culture: supporting the notion that women
are somehow “asking for it” based on how
they dress and enforcing the idea that a man
who is sexually active is a source of envy.
Traits such as sexual aggressiveness among
men and the compliance of women have
been highlighted so much — think of the
James Bond franchise, for instance — that
it has led society to believe that these behaviors are not just acceptable but laudable. It is
time to stop glorifying assault for entertainment reasons.
Rape culture surrounds us in many mediums. From movies to shows to song lyrics
to mainstream pornography, women are too
often harmfully reduced to mere sexual entities.
Popular shows on Netflix, Hulu and more
all take part in glorifying and romanticizing
sexual assault and violence. One of Netflix’s
2020 releases, “365 Days” has become one of
the most viewed films on the platform in the
U.S. despite its controversy on glamorizing
kidnapping and rape.
The Polish-erotica film, which trended as
No. 1 on Netflix’s top 10 for weeks, follows
an abusive relationship where a powerful
man drugs and kidnaps a woman, justifying
his cruelty with gifts. The film itself feeds
into the popular subgenre of mafia boss/bil-
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lionaire romance novels, which are known
to romanticize abusive relationships by labeling the man as a “bad boy.”
This romanticization of abusive relationships is incredibly harmful to how women
view relationships as it normalizes the idea
that traits like hyper aggression, recklessness and even kidnapping are sexy rather
than red flags.
Similarly, the TV series “Game of
Thrones” features multiple rape scenes.
Characters such as Khal Drogo rape and
abuse their wives regularly.
Nonetheless, these characters are largely
viewed as bad boys that the audience admires and swoons over, rather than what
they actually are: rapists.
Even shows with the intention of being
supportive of rape victims such as the “Law
& Order: Special Victims Unit,” accidentally reaffirm damaging ideas present in the
worsening rape culture today.
Certain episodes in the show follow the
storylines of failed cases against the perpe-

trators and judges blaming victims for their
assaults. Certain critics argue that these
depictions, despite being realistic to the
criminal justice system, could discourage
real-life victims from coming forward.
This situation is catch-22 because at the
same time, portraying failed cases and how
they unfairly treat victims in criminal justice is important in demystifiying the myths
of rape culture.
Portraying the system that supports the
victim no matter what can also invalidate
the victims who have gone to court and had
their perpetrators walk free, but nonetheless
shouldn’t be the basis of a show. Even hit
songs you may be harmlessly singing along
to may exemplify rape culture. For instance,
Robin Thicke’s hit single “Blurred Lines”
speaks on “blurring the lines” of consent
with lyrics such as “I know you want it …
When you get them jeans on … Swag on ‘em
when you dress casual, I mean, it’s almost
unbearable… No more pretending … It always works for me.”
The lyrics encapsulate the crux of rape
culture, ultimately assuming that every
woman inherently desires sexual advances
and blaming female clothing for sexual assault.
Media telling victims that sexual violence
is normal or sexy makes it much harder for
victims to believe they will be taken seriously if they come forward, or even cause them
to gaslight themselves out of the situation.
Even pornography, one of the most consumed forms of media and often viewed
from an early age, usually inaccurately representing what sex can be with the abundancy of themes including violent sex acts
and rape fantasies.
Constant viewing of this harmful material perpetuates the romanticization of rape,
an increased tolerance for rapists, a rise in
sexual violence, thus lowering the value of
women in society.

Puffy but practical
BY VictoriaHu
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A recent report by the Centers of Disease
Control and Prevention from 2020 explored
how portrayals of sexual abuse can lead to
lasting, serious consequences for real-life
female victims.
The study found that common media
depictions of sexual assault and rape tend
to increase victim blaming, and often influence the way criminal systems and the public perceive female victims.
It may also lead viewers to view rape as
an act of sex rather than an act of violence.
This type of media sends the message that
sexual violence is normal or enjoyable for
victims causes both abusers to believe that
mimicking this behavior is OK.
The best way to put a stop to the popularization of rape culture in media is by
stopping harmful depictions in mainstream
media as a whole.
Boycotting films for sexist and degrading
depictions of women or censoring certain
themes of pornography could help halt the
spread of glamorizing rape culture.
Media literacy, which is a person’s ability to identify different types of media and
understand the messages they're sending,
could also help alleviate part of the issue
and spread awareness of normalized sexual
violence or abuse.
With the ability to recognize the direct
impact that media romanticization of sexual assault has on real-life rape culture, more
people will be more aware as to what is considered normal or respectful, which will
hopefully result in more people believing
and not undermining victims.
Nonetheless, the chronic media objectification of women should trouble any member of society who values gender equality.
The persistent rise of rape culture and
romanticized sexual abuse in the media
proves that modern society has a long way
to go before it truly views men and women
as equals. u

can view your story. Here, you
can spam your heart out without
caring about what other people
may think of you.
Still, if you decide to use filters
like the dog ears or the flower
crown unironically, don’t blame
us when all of your friends end up
blocking you.
The final rule is a simple one:
Please don’t send streaks. At one
point in middle school, sending
streaks, or daily photos, was a
ritual.
Seeing that red fire emoji
gradually increase everyday was
like acing a test you studied hours
for, and for it to disappear entirely
after forgetting to send a snap one
day used to be the most painful
thing a middle schooler could
experience.
But in high school, it’s just
plain aggravating. When someone
opens Snapchat, the last thing they
want to see is a picture of your
ceiling with the word “streaks” in
the middle.
Most young Snapchat users
send streaks in order to increase
their “Snap score,” which tallies
the number of snaps you send and
receive.
Both very low and very high
Snap scores seem suspicious.
Many people feel that a high
Snap score is an indicator that
the person is untrustworthy, and
people with extremely low Snap
scores are seen as newbies or
creeps.
With our guide for Snap
success, you’ll be an expert in no
time, we promise. Have fun, but
PLEASE don’t use the dog filter.
Seriously. Don’t. u

Why can’t I make any decisions?
BY

NikhilMathihalli

I open Netflix on my computer
and ask the question I fear the
most: What should I watch today?
I watch only about 30 minutes
of TV per week — but not because
I’m responsible or because I dislike
watching TV. It’s because most
nights, after an hour of searching
for the perfect show, I only have
five left to actually watch.
If you haven’t caught on yet,
I’m a really indecisive person. I
can’t choose between anything.
Every time I’m with my friends,
I’m that one guy that will question
the entire group’s decision, asking
“Hey! Are you sure we should
do XXX? What about YYY?”
— instigating an argument for
another hour about what to do.
Despite my friends’ annoyance,
being indecisive can actually
be helpful at times. When I’m
faced with multiple choices, my
indecisiveness keeps me from
making uninformed decisions.
The problem: Such detailed
analysis leads to a kind of
paralysis. When I have to choose
between the different classrooms I
need to go to during tutorial, and
I find myself stuck in the hallways.
Sure, I could split my time
between different classes, but I’m
not that punctual and definitely
too lazy to walk that much.

This, in turn, makes me
waste a lot of time. Once, I had
a questions regarding chemistry
and math, and wanted to go to
each of my respective teachers’
classrooms during tutorial to
study for their upcoming tests. I
ended up spending all my time
deciding which classroom to hit
first and not going to either.
Another instance where my
indecisiveness gets the best of me
occurs when I’m trying to choose
a restaurant. My family doesn’t
usually eat out, but when we do,
I’m usually the one tasked to
figure out where to go.
My favorite type of food is

As this year’s mid-October
chill settled in, I sought out ways
to combat the cold.
I
brainstormed
several
options: stuffing my face with Hot
Cheetos, leg-warming with my
overheating laptop or yelling at
my mom to provoke her burning
wrath.
But by far the most effective,
tried-and-true (not to mention
simple) way to stay warm is by
wearing a puffer jacket.
For me, wearing one is a
seasonal tradition: Every year, I
end up dressing like an Antarctic
hiker for Halloween. And as a
result, I’ve faced backlash from
people who think my fashion taste
is either hilarious
or as terrible as
their
Chinese
grandma’s.
You
might
say puffer jackets
aren’t that bad,
but as any English
teacher will tell
you, context is
key.
The kind I
wear isn’t the
expensive, trendy
kind
hanging
on the racks
at
Nordstrom.
Instead, I don
ridiculously
swollen jackets
my mom buys at
a discount from
Costco that practically double me
in size.
In elementary and middle
school, I wore a poofy dark blue
number with sleeves three times
as thick as my own arms. For
its discounted price, it was of
surprisingly good quality and
durable enough to last me through
many years of scampering across
playgrounds and rolling in the
tanbark.
I remember walking to my

6th-grade core class wearing this
very jacket and hearing a few
snickers in the hallway.
I held my ground and shared a
few laughs with my friends about
being a blue Michelin man — the
joke warmed me inside as much
as my puffer jacket’s insulation
technology did.
But when I noticed that tufts
of fluffy white cotton had started
to escape through the well-worn
and patched sleeves of my now
too-small jacket, I knew it was
time for a change.
When I was in 8th grade, I
graduated to my older sister’s
bluish-purple hand me down,
swapping the look of a walking
blue cotton candy cloud for an
indigo Baymax aesthetic.
This new (well,
not really) jacket,
although slimmer
than my previous
one, still has the
same
level
of
insulation.
This is crucial,
given my distinct
lack
of
cold
tolerance — I am
someone
who
is
comfortable
in
90-degree
weather but would
quickly die of
hypothermia
in
even slightly subroom-temperature
climates.
I wear thick
jackets in every
heavily air conditioned classroom
to avoid feeling like a chunk of
meat in Ranch 99’s refrigerated
section.
No matter how many strange
glances I receive, I continue
to stand by my controversial
wardrobe choices for practicality.
This winter, my beloved puffer
jacket will keep me warm and
toasty while I watch other people
turn themselves into fashionable
icicles. u

Italian. But my Indian parents,
always prefer to eat at Indian
restaurants, even though we
usually eat Indian food at home.
And let’s not even talk about my
sister’s favorite types of food.
So, because I’m tasked to find
the “perfect” restaurant to eat at,
the job never gets done and we
don’t end up eating out.
Being indecisive has few
positives. For me, TV streaming
services
like
Netflix
are
overwhelming. There are so many
choices, and I can’t pick among
them.
I think I’ll just stick to the “Play
Something” button on Netflix. u
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A Chinese kid's
Thanksgiving!
Jonny Luo
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If you asked me what my favorite Thanksgiving foods are, I would probably say turkey and
pumpkin pie — the only “American” Thanksgiving foods that I’ve ever tried.
I haven’t had the other traditional foods like
cranberry sauce, sweet potato casseroles or even
dinner rolls. In fact, my knowledge of Thanksgiving is so limited that I had to Google a few of the
items in the previous list.
Since I’ve never been to a traditional American Thanksgiving dinner, I think of the holiday
as more of a fall break，with one day dedicated
to a large Thanksgiving dinner. My parents are
Chinese immigrants, and the day has little cultural significance in our household compared to
Chinese holidays like Chinese New Year. Still, we
have developed our own Thanksgiving traditions
through a blend of Chinese and American foods.
Typically, my mother spends the entire Thanksgiving day cooking a combination of
Chinese and
American

dishes, including some of our favorites: braised
pork and stir-fried vegetables. She pulls out all the
stops, buying the most expensive ingredients and
plating each dish to perfection.
Last year, my mom made a delicious chicken
soup, stir fried celtuce and steamed lobster tails.
That afternoon, delicious sweet and salty scents
poured from the kitchen.
And instead of American dinner rolls, we
make fluffy, white Chinese steamed buns. I always
enjoy making the dough, rolling it out and shaping meatball-sized portions into beautiful balls of
deliciousness.
After they are steamed, we like to eat them
plain, deep fried with a side of condensed milk or
in “sandwiches” with meat and vegetables. But we
don’t just cook Chinese food. Thanksgiving is one
of the few times during the year when our family eats American food. We almost always have
Chinese food (even when we order takeout), but
on Thanksgiving, my mom watches YouTube videos on how to cook American dishes, adding her
own Chinese spin to the often heavy and buttery
American classics.
Even for a Chinese Thanksgiving dinner,
roasted turkey is still the most important dish.
We usually buy a turkey from Ranch 99 (a local
Chinese grocery store), but last year, my mom decided to make one herself.
Her turkey came out with crispy skin and juicy
meat — it was perfect. I look forward to this year’s
iteration of her now household-famous turkey.
Compared to American turkeys, the turkeys
we eat are generally less buttery and don’t
contain stuffing; instead of rubbing but-

ter under and over the skin, my mother brines the
turkey to draw out moisture and crisp the skin.
We also go to Costco for a massive and affordable pumpkin pie. For the week after, we'll stuff
ourselves with leftover turkey and sugary pumpkin pie. Compared to an American Thanksgiving,
we normally have dinner with family friends instead of relatives — all of my relatives still live in
China.
After dinner, the parents spend hours chatting
over roasted sunflower seeds and playing cards,
while the kids play games in the living room.
To me, the separation of parents and children
highlights the cultural divide between the immigrant generation and their children, and it makes
me cherish my Chinese heritage.
While the parents converse in Chinese, discussing Chinese events and eating traditional
snacks, my older brother and I speak in English,
chat about American music and guzzle American
sodas. Being an American born Chinese, I’ve always identified more as Chinese than as American — I eat Chinese food, live in an area with a
high percentage of Chinese immigrants, and hang
out with mostly East Asian friends.
My family’s yearly mashup of American and
Chinese cuisine during Thanksgiving serves as a
reminder that a whole different, delicious culture
exists outside of my Asian bubble
in the Bay Area. u

Indian Thanksgiving:
reworking America’s
most famous meal
Atrey Desai
Dosas. Indi. Sambar. Lassi.
Welcome to my family’s annual “Indian
Thanksgiving”: a conglomeration of various
Indian dishes assembled to resemble a traditional American Thanksgiving meal.
Indian Thanksgiving started when my
aunt, uncle and cousins moved from Chicago to the Bay Area and wanted to spend
time with family. Thanksgiving offered a
great opportunity to get together — the kids
were on break and the adults were more
than ready to kick back and relax.
There was just one problem: the Thanksgiving menu. They are vegetarian. My family — and most definitely my brother and I
— are not. But despite our mountain of protests, we both folded and accepted that our

Thanksgiving meal had to be a vegetarian,
Indian dinner for “the good of the family.”
And out went the turkey and in came
dosas, thin fried pieces of bread with spices
inside. Mashed potatoes, a staple side dish,
disappeared in favor of potato-loaded samosas. Cranberry sauce gave way to sambar,
a traditional Indian curry.
And gone was my beloved pumpkin
pie, replaced with a combination of spongy
bread soaked in rose syrup called Gulab Jamun and rhombus-shaped cashew sweets
called Kaju Barfi.
Now, I can’t lie: Indian Thanksgiving is
definitely something everyone should try
at least once in their life. The flavors are
mouth-watering and the rainbow of colors on the table are eye-candy compared to
the beige, Turkey-and-carbohydrate palette
of conventional American Thanksgiving
meals. But as someone who eats Indian food
every day during the year, it was disappointing to not experience traditional American
cuisine at least once a year.

So, after much brainstorming, my family came up with a compromise.
If our relatives came over on
Thanksgiving Day, we could have
an “American Thanksgiving” the
weekend after. That way, I
could get my turkey fix
while still accommodating
my uncle and aunt’s dietary restrictions.
Now, the annual
“Indian Thanksgiving” with my relatives and family has
become one of the
greatest reunions of
my lifetime, filled with
a myriad of delicious, savory dishes.
I can only hope that peace
remains for this year’s festivities,
lest lactose intolerance or a gluten
allergy ruin our carefully constructed
Thanksgiving-menu compromise. u
Graphics by AUDREY MAH and JOANN ZHANG
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Jaz’s Blog: Junior experiments with poetry as outlet
BY

“Your hand on the edge of my jaw… An
arm against the small of my back… Legs
tangled together… Like the roots of a tree.”
These lines are found in the first stanza
of “Roots,” a poem junior Jasmine Ispasoiu
published in October on her self-produced
blog website.
From what started as a love for writing
and spoken word (performance-based poetry that focuses on storytelling and experimentation with other art forms) in eighth
grade, Ispasoiu now updates “Jaz’s Blog” almost weekly. She started writing poetry in
August of this year.
On it, readers can find an array of her poems, many of them expressing traumatic or
deeply personal experiences.
Each piece Ispasoiu writes is usually inspired by subjects or metaphors she comes
up with in her daily life. She then turns that
metaphor or topic into poetry. Ispasoiu said
she started posting her poetry on her blog
because she felt that people could relate to
her writing.
“I felt like a lot of people might be going
through similar experiences and might take
comfort in knowing someone else is going
through these things or someone has lived
through these things and are able to talk
about it,” she said.
Junior Alexandria Pak has been an avid
reader of Ispasoiu’s blog since the blog went
public in August. She appreciates Ispasoiu’s
perspective as a local student who shares
Pak’s own struggles.
“I think her blog is great representation
for people who deal with the topics she talks
about because you don’t see this stuff in

‘Bloons Tower Defense 6’ is the best game ever
BY

SamBai

& JonnyLuo

"Bloons TD 6,” released
mid-2018, is the latest edition of the well-known Bloons
Tower Defense series by video
game developer Ninja Kiwi.
The first installation in the
series was released as a flash
game in the middle of 2007.
“Bloons TD 6” (Bloons
stands for Balloons) falls into
the category of games called
Tower Defense games, where
a player places down towers
to defend against oncoming
enemies. Another well-known
game in this genre is Plants vs.
Zombies.
Unlike other Tower Defense
games with very limited selections of how to play, "Bloons
TD 6" has a near infinite selection of choices, with millions
of unique monkey combinations available to defend your
base from the evil bloons.
"Bloons TD 6" has two
main tower types: heroes and
monkeys. There are 13 heroes
in the game, each with their
own strengths and weaknesses.
Each hero levels up automatically, gaining XP (experience)
based on the difficulty of the
map. One essential part of the
game is choosing which hero
would go best with one of 62
maps you can choose to play.

There are 22 normal monkeys in the game, and players
must carefully consider how
to upgrade their monkeys —
tradeoffs between range, attack
speed and special effects must
be made because players cannot buy every single upgrade.
Each monkey has three
different upgrade paths, and
players can only choose two
of these paths to upgrade. One
of these two paths can be fully maxed out, while the other
path is locked at two upgrades.
Players are also limited by the
amount of cash they have, and
complex strategies revolve
around making more cash
through monkey abilities and
banana farms, a cash generating monkey.
“Bloons TD 6” also suits a
multitude of playstyles, whether you want a real challenge or
want to relax in a slow-paced
game. There are 14 different
game modes, including an easy
game of standard Bloons to
C.H.I.M.P.S., challenging even
the most experienced veterans.
One of the best aspects that
can make or break a game is its
community, and “Bloons TD
6” has both a supportive and
active player base. YouTubers
like ISAB further community
engagement by posting tutorials of gameplay and testing out
fan made mods.

Graphic by SAM BAI

Community members can
also make custom challenges that greatly expand on the
preset gameplay, and seemingly simple challenges can take
hours to beat after searching
for the correct strategy.
We also love how “Bloons
TD 6” is one of the few games
where non-paying players are
not at a noticeable disadvantage. Initially, monkey upgrades are locked, and instead
of paying, you can naturally
unlock these upgrades by using
the monkey to defend against
Bloons. Additionally, no game
modes, monkeys or maps are
locked behind paywalls, unlike
some games by major publishing companies with multitudes
of expensive expansion packs.
Although the graphics may

HannahLee

be slightly outdated, it helps
the game run on slower computer models.
Constant updates with buffs
and nerfs keep the game balanced, making sure that there
is never an unfair way to play
the game. This is nothing new,
but ”Bloons TD6” is unusual
in that its updates always contain new content, from new
Bosses to unique challenges,
testing even the most wrinkly
of brains.
Overall, “Bloons TD 6” has
great value, especially because
you can easily get hundreds of
hours of play-time for a mere
$10 (sometimes one dollar on
sale). If you are ever looking
for a new game to add to your
Steam library, you cannot go
wrong with “Bloons TD 6.” ◆

mainstream media,” she said. “I relate to it
a lot so reading her poetry makes me feel
more secure in my own thoughts and my
own person.”
Ispasoiu prefers to type her poetry and
spends little time on each piece — an hour
being the longest she’s ever really spent on a
first draft.
She goes through her own editing process. After she writes a first draft, she starts
by rereading her work multiple times, and
as she goes over each stanza she either edits
it or deletes it entirely. She mostly edits as
she goes, and does one last final edit on her
final draft before uploading it to her blog.
Ispasoiu attempts to upload on her blog
consistently even throughout the school
year, so every Friday she will write a new
piece.
“Every time she uploads a piece, I get so
happy seeing her grow as a poet,” Pak said.
“It’s also so cathartic as a reader to hear
about her deeper experiences many are so
afraid to share.”
Although she said that she doesn’t specialize in any genre of poetry, Ispasoiu finds
writing poems as a form of therapeutic
self-expression.
“I feel like poetry is an art form; specifically a form of self-expression,” she said.
“You can do anything with it because it’s
such a malleable, broad and diverse art
form.”
Outside of writing poetry, Ispasoiu enjoys reading and baking and is interested in
social justice.
As for what goes on her blog, Ispasoiu
said she’s not very selective. If she likes a
piece enough for others to see, she uploads
it. Whenever she updates her blog, she pro-

3, 2, 1. The round starts and the barriers
in front of me disappear. I pull out my virtual “Vandal,” a rifle based on the real-life
AK-47, and immediately run forward into
A-site, where defenders are patiently waiting for this exact, extremely illogical play.
“Tiffany, don’t peek!” my friend says
frantically. “You’re going to die immediately.”
“Don’t worry. I got this!” I run into the
open, and before I even see the red outlines denoting the enemy team, I get shot
once in the head and watch my sad virtual agent topple to the ground. I press tab
and look at the kill leaderboard: 0 kills, 3
deaths.
Over the summer, I finally hopped on
the Valorant bandwagon and downloaded
the game. Valorant is a first-person shoot-

Graphic by TIFFANY WANG

er game developed by Riot Games released
in 2020.
The game has a big learning curve,
especially since I've never played an FPS
game before. I had to learn all the basic
mechanics including controlling movement through the WASD keys, aiming
with my mouse and getting used to the
3-D perspective.

Junior Jasmine Ispasoiu updates her blog, which consists of poetry and artwork, weekly.
motes it on her Instagram story for readers
to view, and it’s also linked in her Instagram
bio, @fatherjasmine.
Though Ispasoiu said her experiences with writing poetry have been mostly
positive, she said she faces hardships when
people say things like “you better be nice to
Jasmine or you’ll end up on her blog.”
“It’s not true at all and it’s honestly kind
of funny,” Ispasoiu said. “Honestly I don’t
care what anyone says about my poetry because you could talk so much smack about
me, and at the end of the day I’ll still have
so much more to achieve and focus my time
on.”
As for specific inspirations, Ispasoiu said
she especially loved Ocean Vuong. She particularly enjoys the book “On Earth We’re
Briefly Gorgeous.”
“I read the book like once a month because it reminds me of my mom and it feels
like a hug,” she said.

Although Ispasoiu said she doesn’t have
any notable accomplishments, she said she
prefers to keep it mostly recreational for the
time being. She’s also considering applying
to the Kenyon Review, a selective literary
magazine. Though she doesn’t think she’ll
get selected, she plans to enter her poetry
and see where it goes for fun.
Though Ispasoiu said she is unsure of
what her future plans are with her blog or
her poetry, she wants to try slam poetry
(poetry spoken before a live audience and
a panel of judges, often loud and lively) in
the future , possibly by going to a youth poet
group after COVID-19 dies down.
“It’s all very cathartic,” Ispasoiu said. “I
feel like the things I write about are kind
of hard to talk about with other people because they may not understand or may be
going through it themselves, so just to have
that kind of personal outlet is really awesome." u

Mac Miller’s album ‘Faces’
caps his remarkable legacy
a cleanly simple but complex array of instruments and exceptional flow between Miller’s
When the announcement of late rapper rapping and the thoughtfully crafted beats.
Lyrically, it is amplified even further due to
Mac Miller’s album “Faces” circulated online
recently, a wave of nostalgia was natural. The his death, giving it an extremely distinctive “it’s
album, which was a repurposing of his mixtape the last day” mood, which is trademarked by its
of the same name in 2014, included a few extra wistful but prospecting sounds and his carefultracks and was officially released to streaming ly tired speech.
Miller’s album is not monotone, though.
platforms on Oct. 15 after seven years of dorThe album features songs that can satisfy any
mancy.
Miller’s death, due to an accidental drug listener. Songs like “Insomniak” cement his
overdose in September 2018, sparked a tsuna- ability to be ferocious in message and tempo.
mi of regret and mourning for the loss of one Tracks like “Funeral” slow it down a notch and
unpack Miller’s intricate unof the most diverse and honderstanding of himself and his
est rappers in the music inissues, spare of the materialism
dustry. His music, which was
prevalent in today’s rap.
marked by lamenting beats
Other songs like “Diablo”
and pensive lyrics, became
and “Ave Maria” exemplify Milla treasure to those interester’s excellent taste and ability to
ed in rap and revolutionized
create a catchy but moody beat,
the emotional power that the
hooking new listeners easily to
genre is capable of.
the core introspective message
Miller’s musical career
that signifies the album’s identiis rooted in his hometown,
ty: cold, unadulterated realism.
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania,
Courtesy of NICOLAS VOLCKER
Miller’s honesty and transwhere he began singing and
teaching himself how to play instruments from parency as an artist come together perfectly in
age 6 on. His commitment and love for music “Faces.” Every song, especially songs like “Hapwould remain unwavering until his death at py Birthday” and “Polo Jeans,” treat listeners
with a painfully realistic scope of his modest
age 26.
Miller stylized his music around the life- upbringing.
It forges a relatable bond with his listeners,
style of the Pittsburgh ghettos. His talent has
always been jeopardized by his long addiction who typically find it difficult to connect to the
to drugs, and while his addiction eventually impressive lifestyle that mainstream rap is inbested him, it enabled him to produce a dark undated with.
Despite Miller’s passing, “Faces” serves as a
but ultimately cathartic album like “Faces.”
The album does an excellent job living up reminder of how music can deliver a powerful
to his legacy. While the majority of it was pro- message, especially in a diverse scene like rap.
Miller’s legacy will only continue to blosduced before his death and was only just released to streaming platforms, its themes and som thanks to the foundation created in his
messages reach a new height after his death. legacy by his family and close friends.
The foundation, known as the Mac Miller
The album’s quiet and introspective lyrics question his significance in the increasingly more Fund, aims to educate adolescents on the danmaterialistic music industry, faceting his con- gers of drug usage and provide young artists
tinuing ability to be one of the most powerful the tools to fully utilize their talent through
music workshops and the like. The crown of
storytellers in the rap scene.
Compared to mainstream rap music, which rap will always shine in a certain angle of the
is typically volatile and invasive, “Faces” in- spotlight with the jewel of Miller, whose pierccorporates an usual instrumental style. It’s ing messages and the care in his craft places
signatured by an andante, consistent rhythm, him on his own throne. u

BY ArnavSwamy

Why I'm so terrible at playing competitive Valorant
BY TiffanyWang

Courtesy of JASMINE ISPASOIU

For my first game, I played with the
character Sage and walked around healing my teammates while trying to not get
killed. It was a complete failure: I got maybe one kill in 20 rounds and died basically
every round.
Worst of all, I didn't have a fancy PC,
instead stuck with my 5-year-old Lenovo
laptop that turns on the fan when I open
one too many Chrome tabs. This resulted
in my game running at only 20 frames per
second and always lagging, further hindering my experience. Even my keyboard
and mouse were the generic office ones, so
when I tried to jiggle peek, it did not work.
Currently, I don’t have much time to
play now that school has started and college applications are taking up most of
my time. Hopefully when second semester starts, I can grind Valorant again and
maybe hit Bronze. ◆

Courtesy of PENN STATE

‘Downton Abbey’ brings
three generations together
BY

Graphic by ANNIE LIU

KaashaMinocha

Most teens spend their Friday nights
with friends, but not me. On a typical evening, you can find me seated
comfortably in front of the TV, eating
scrumptious brownies and watching
the classic British series “Downton Abbey” with my grandparents, sisters and
mom.
When my mom initially recommended the show this summer, I had
low expectations. A historical drama
about a British aristocratic family and
social hierarchy set in the early 1900s?
No thank you. But, to my surprise, I
— along with the rest of my family —
loved it.
The show is set at the fictional Yorkshire country estate of Robert Crawley
and Cora Crawley, Earl and Countess
of Grantham respectively, and depicts
the lives of the Crawley family and their
servants.
Our obsession with the show began in July. Though each episode had
so many moving parts and were over
50 minutes, we couldn’t help but watch
more (Extra perk: You feel less guilty
binge watching with others than alone).
It’s the simple yet iconic theme song
and Crawley family matriarch Violet
Crawley’s witty and honest one-liners
such as “an aristocrat without servants
is about as useful as a glass hammer''

that make this show so enjoyable.
“Downton Abbey” is uplifting; the
show makes you champion the central
characters, feel emotionally connected
to the setting and reminisce about a
completely different world.
The incredible setting and phenomenal dialogues give all characters individuality as they mature throughout
each season, like Daisy (an assistant
cook), who grows from an uneducated
kitchen maid to an assertive and intelligent cook.
The show creates an amazing sense
of depth for each character, despite
there being so many, which causes
viewers to become invested in each
character’s love life, happiness and
well-being. I get caught up in their lives,
whether it’s wanting to know more
about Lady Edith Pelham’s (daughter
to Lord Grantham) work as a magazine
columnist in a patriarchal society.
Ultimately, something about watching and discussing a show with my
grandparents allows us to connect and
bond despite generational gaps and
calms the frenzy of my college apps.
Through serving as a much needed
escape from the frenzy of senior year
and allowing me to create invaluable
memories with my family, “Downton
Abbey” has reminded me to cherish
each moment of time with family and
realize what truly matters. u

school scope
MAP 10 brings ghost
podcasts to reality
16

experiences teaching this project to students
at Los Gatos High, Cortez collaborated with
Media Arts teacher Alex Hemmerich to
From focusing on daily news to acting as implement and expand the project here.
reporters from the 20th century, Media Arts Hemmerich taught the technical component
Program students in the past have produced of the project, including audio blending,
podcasts on a variety of topics. However, for volume control, music and sound effects.
Cortez said the skills students gain from
this year’s twist, MAP 10 students explored
the supernatural world by recording editing audio by piecing together interviews
and smoothing out transitions
podcasts based on ghost stories.
directly improves their writing
This two and a half week
abilities.
project, which took place during
“When students edit audio or
October’s Halloween season, was a
film, it demands that they look very
collaboration between English and
critically at the words they’re using,
Media Arts classes. The assignment
and at what point they’re ending one
entailed MAP 10 students sourcing
sentence and beginning another,”
and interviewing someone who
Cortez said. “I have found that this
believed they had a paranormal
translates really well to writing.”
experience. They then spliced
Kadire
While
students
gained
together a podcast using Adobe
proficiency working with editing
Premiere Pro, adding background
music, sound effects and voice-overs to software, they also developed interpersonal
skills by collaborating, planning and
create a final product of 3 to 7 minutes.
English teacher Marcos Cortez oversaw delegating roles, Hemmerich said. He
the English aspect of the podcast project and enjoyed watching students “build this
taught students script writing, plot pyramids atmosphere, this vibe around ghost stories,
and how to craft engaging narrative story by combining components in a very
thoughtful, intentional manner.”
arcs from raw interviews.
For sophomore Adeena Kadire, creating
Inspired by the online podcast “Spooked”
by Snap Judgment, as well as positive a ghost podcast was challenging yet
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rewarding. Her group’s first hurdle was
finding someone with a supernatural story
to tell. They called churches, but never
received responses back.
However, by simply asking the people
around her, Kadire discovered that her
mother had a ghost story about seeing an
apparition from a haunted tree in China.
Although she felt glad to find a story for her
project, she was shocked to hear about the
paranormal affecting her own family.
Her group also faced additional
difficulties while editing their audio, due to
her mom’s multilingual interviews.
“Because my mom’s first three languages

aren’t English, we had to cut out certain
words in other languages,” Kadire said.
“We also had to cut out filler words, such
as ‘likes’ and ‘ums,’ and switch the order of
words around.”
Despite the difficulties with audio
editing, Kadire said she enjoyed working
with her group mates and “loved the project
so much more than anything else done so
far this year.”
Cortez ranks the ghost podcast project
among his favorites.
“I enjoy ghost stories,” he said. “And I see
the value in students going out and finding
really good stories to tell.” u

Music building remains
the elite campus hotspot
BY

ShannonMa

Most students know the
places to be on campus for
fun, camaraderie or intense
studying: In recent years, the
Student Center, the library and
the music building have been
top go-to stops due to their
high-level offerings in comfort
and convenient locations.
However, coming back on
campus during the pandemic
has forced administration to
place restrictions on indoor
gatherings in places like these;
eating in the Student Center
is completely blocked off and
the library stays closed during
tutorial and lunchtime. As a
result, once-popular student
hotspots are now frequently
desolate.
One exception is the music
building, which bustles with
activity during tutorials and
after school.
Before COVID-19 shut
down the school, the Student
Center was one of the most
highly
demanded
lunch
locations. The numerous desks
of all sizes and heights, couches
and bean bags were perfect for
eating, working and socializing.
Similarly, the availability of
printers, computers and the
bright working environment
made the library highly soughtafter during tutorials.
But ever since the school year
commenced, indoor luncheating was banned because
constricted air transmission
increased COVID-19 risks.
Meanwhile, the music
building
has
seen
few
restrictions and has kept its
availability just as before.
Although the two-story
building is considered an
indoor space, M101’s 40-feet
high ceilings — complete with
enormous windows that allow
sunlight to flood in — and

vast, carpeted space in every
rehearsal room are so spacious
that they do not violate any
regulations.
Besides
its
luxurious
space provisions, there are 10
practice rooms upstairs, each
containing a piano. Music
program students gather to
practice their instruments in a
peaceful, focused environment.
But perhaps the music
building’s foremost calling
feature
is
its
pristine
bathrooms. In contrast to the
other restrooms on campus,
the tiled floors shine pearly
white and are void of stains, the
mirrors are shiny and contain
no cracks, the flush sound of
the toilets is not a jumpscareinducing roar and, best of all,
there is no unpleasant stench.
Instead, visitors are greeted by
bright lights and the scent of
soap.

But perhaps the
music building’s
foremost calling
feature is its pristine
bathrooms.
The comfortable restroom
experience, enormous space
options for work, chances to
socialize and practice and
consistent availability add up
to making the music building
the epitome of an ideal campus
hotspot.
As the pandemic situation
improves and restrictions
loosen, the Student Center and
library will open regularly and
invite throngs of students into
its doors once again. But for
now, the music building is the
hottest hotspot on campus. u
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Technical theater now offered as after-school class
BY VictoriaHu

& VictoriaHu

SCHOOL SCOPE

The Saratoga Falcon

“OK, flats teams, go!”
A steady stream of cheerful chatter and
the low hum of machines sound through
the workshop located behind the science
building. The scent of wood fills the room
as stage tech students bustle around sawing,
drilling and assembling planks of wood
to create set pieces for the fall play “A
Midsummer Night’s Dream,” which will be
performed on Nov. 12-13 and Nov. 18-20.
While the drama club has traditionally
been responsible for designing and creating
the set for previous fall plays, this year, due to
high student interest in the crafting aspects
of stage preparation, the school is offering
technical theater as an official semester-long
course. Students learn to handle the set,
props and costumes for drama productions.
Currently, 13 students are enrolled in the
class to prepare for performances including
the fall play, the spring musical, a New
Works festival in May and a sketch comedy
night fundraiser. Volunteers not registered
in the course also help with the work.
Unlike other classes, technical theater is
recognized as an 8th-period class to allow
for scheduling flexibility outside of school
hours. In order to meet the minimum
mandatory instructional hours, stage tech
members attend class as well as optional
sessions outside class and log the “hours”
they spend working to receive course
credits.
“We do meet one consistent time a
week, from four to six on Wednesdays,”
drama director Benjamin Brotzman said.
“That gets us about 35 of the 66 hours we
need. The other time is covered by working
outside of class on projects and tasks to run
the technical aspect of the show.”
Although Brotzman teaches the class,
adult leaders Nicholas Friend and Cathie
Thermond also guide and supervise students
when they attend workshop sessions on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays in the
weeks leading up to the fall play. Friend
oversees the engineering and construction
of the set, while Thermond leads students in
costume design.
On top of designing the Shakespearean
set, props and costumes, stage tech students

are also responsible for coordinating the
light and sound systems of the McAfee
stage and applying stage makeup for
performers. During the week of the show,
students will work front of house by selling
tickets, scanning e-tickets and ushering the
audience into their seats.
“They’re getting real-life experience
doing building, costuming and actually
working on the play itself,” Brotzman said.
“Instead of a sit down, instructional kind
of class, [stage tech] is more of a hands-on
experience to create physical things.”
At the start of each class, Brotzman
compiles a list of tasks students need to
complete. The students then volunteer for
roles accordingly.
Due to the physical nature of working
with wood and tools such as hammers,
screwdrivers, panel saws, staple guns and
sanders, students wear gloves to protect
from cuts and splinters as well as safety
goggles and face shields to prevent sawdust
from entering their eyes.
Brotzman said he believes that students
gain engineering skills through the process
of taking brainstormed ideas on paper to
final, tangible products. They learn to focus
on details and think as customers in order
to design pieces to fit their standards.

Due to high student interest
in the crafting aspects of
stage preparation, technical
theater is offered as a
semester long course.
According to senior set designer Leslie
Robinson, the team is currently constructing
the basic building blocks of the set, which
consists of three platforms raised 30, 40
and 50 inches off the stage with stairs and
ladders connected. They are also creating
four “flats,” which are decorated walls
used for switching background scenery
throughout the play. Stage tech students
plan on painting canvases stretched over
wooden frames with scenes of forests and
Greek pillars to complement the Athenian
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During an after school technical theater class, drama director Benjamin Brotzman draws
and describes the design and dimensions of a set piece to senior set designer Leslie Robinson.
setting of “A Midsummer’s Night Dream.”
For props, students are creating
scrolls by attaching muslin to sticks of
wood, sophomore stage manager Arushi
Maheshwar said. In addition, teams are
making vine decorations to plaster all over
the McAfee Center in order to immerse the
audience into the lush jungle-like setting.
“I feel like our work is influenced by
Shakespeare, especially because our props
and costumes are in a very Elizabethan
style,” Maheshwar said. “Usually, the play is
lighthearted and comedic, but Mr. Brotzman
is taking a bit more of a darker touch on it to
make it more mysterious.“
While set design takes place in the
workshop, students sew and alter timeperiod costumes across campus in hallway
storage rooms. After the set, props and
costumes are completed, students will “load
in'' their work into the McAfee. From there,
the class will begin working on light and
sound logistics by hanging and focusing
lights on the stage and learning how to

record and edit sound effects, Maheshwar
said.
Some students who are actively involved
in both technical theater and drama often
struggle to find time to show up to work
sessions due to conflicts between acting,
rehearsals and workshop hours in the busy
rush leading up to the performance date.
Maheshwar is one student facing these
challenges. “It’s always a time crunch,” she
said. “I’m excited for the play, but also a little
bit stressed.”
Nevertheless, Robinson believes that
technical theater has made great progress
and is on track for the performance. For both
students, the class’s friendly environment,
the satisfaction of preparing for the show
and the skills they gain ultimately contribute
to an enjoyable experience.
“I love the behind-the-scenes aspect of
theater and seeing what adds up to a final
show,” Maheshwar said. “I really feel like
tech theater is a place where I belong and it
is something I really love to do.” u

Student ambassadors work to increase Wellness Center use
BY AnamikaAnand
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Parents discuss their concerns with guidance counselor Alinna Satake and principal Greg Louie on Nov. 19.

School hosts Friday Family Times
BY JonnyLuo

Principal Greg Louie, guidance
counselor Alinna Satake and 15
parents sat in a circle on Oct. 15 in
the community center, discussing
topics such as college admissions,
GPA calculations, concerns for
students’ mental health and even
the Los Gatos mom who was
arrested in October.
The meeting was the first
Friday Family Time meeting,
a monthly meeting that Louie
and Satake have set up to discuss
parents’ questions and concerns.
These meetings occur on the third
Friday of every month, from 9:3010:30 a.m.
“I felt like, especially coming
out of COVID-19, it would be
helpful to open up more avenues
of communication with the parent
community,” Satake said.
The idea of Friday Family Time
started when Satake was invited to

a PTSO meeting to answer a few
questions about the school profile
and college admissions. However,
the conversation extended much
longer than the 15 minutes she was
allotted, prompting her and Louie
to create the monthly initiative
to answer the breadth of parent
questions.
Before meetings, parents and
students can submit questions via
a Google Form. Then, Satake and
Louie answer those questions, in
addition to those posed in-person.
Afterwards, Louie compiles
these answers into a document
that he sends out through his
Friday Letters.
The Friday Family Time
meetings are held in-person
instead of online because Louie
“hates hybrid-mode with the fire
of a thousand suns.” Parents have
similarly expressed the idea that
they prefer meeting in-person
rather than online.

The
school
takes
into
consideration
the
concerns
brought forth by parents during
the meetings and through the
Google Form. For example, after
a parent brought up a question
about student stress after reading
“How to Raise an Adult” by Julie
Lythcott-Haims, Satake decided
to start a Book Club for parents to
discuss the book and others that
discuss student stress.
Parent Baoqing Huang said
she is planning to attend more
meetings in the future and prefers
the in-person format.
“I really enjoyed Friday Family
Time; it was candid, friendly, and
very informative,” Huang said.
“I appreciate the opportunity
to have a dialogue with the
school administration in such a
productive way — nothing beats
being able to sit in a room, look
at a person, and have a genuine
conversation.” u

Imagine a place away from all the bright
lights and noisy chatter of school. Herbal
aromas fill the air, spreading a calm feeling
throughout the room. Two small fountains
flow on either side of the room, adding
gentle splashing sounds to the peace and
serenity.
Enter the Wellness Center. Located
behind the student center in the 800
building, it’s somewhat hidden away
from the rest of the school, despite being
intentionally placed in the middle of the
school by previous principal Paul Robinson
so that students could easily access it.
“Not many students know that we're here
and what we're here for,” Wellness Center
coordinator Marina Barnes said. “The
Wellness Center is here for you to come and
take a break to destress, as a way to take care
of yourself.”
In addition to providing a calm
environment to destress, the Wellness
Center also offers beanbags and tables
laden with fidget toys such as stress balls
and kinetic sand. Among other relaxation
activities, there is a zen artboard, where
students can paint with water and watch
their art disappear.
“[The artboard] is a reminder that things
in our lives are impermanent,” Barnes said.
“I find it really calming and helps you to
destress.”
Students can “simply sit and relax for
a little while,” and there is a team of four
therapists accessible for students to talk to,
Barnes said.
Students can walk into the center
anytime, but there is also a referral form
in which a student can remain anonymous
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A group of students color in the Wellness Center to destress from their classes on Nov. 19.
when asking for help. Another resource
the Wellness Center provides is an online
therapy resource called TalkSpace. Through
TalkSpace, students can call or message
therapists when they need to.
Despite these resources, Barnes feels
that not many students are aware that the
Wellness Center exists. Thus, the Wellness
Center created a student group called the
Youth Outreach Committee (YOC) that has
been tasked with spreading awareness.
“The school dynamic has been a little
strange, especially after the pandemic,”
said senior Alaina Srivastav, a volunteer

ambassador for YOC. “I feel like
underclassmen don't necessarily know
about a lot that's going on on campus, so
we're trying to make [the Wellness Center]
more accessible to underclassmen.”
The YOC ambassadors meet twice a
month. The main goal of each meeting is to
figure out new ways to spread information
about wellness services. The ambassador
group consists of Noora Fayad, Tanya Ghai,
Sadaf Sobhani, Alaina Srivastav, Catherine
Kan, Grace Hsu, Aditya Vekatram, Emma
Foley, Elizabeth Stoiber and Sahil Shaik.
Many of the students are presidents of other

wellness clubs at school as well, like Yoga
For All or Sources of Strength.
So far, the group has discussed bringing
Wellness Center information directly to
classrooms as well as making kits that
students can order based on their needs. The
wellness kits can include things as simple as
fidget toys or soap.
Srivastav, who is working to get her Gold
Award as a Girl Scout, has also spearheaded
an initiative to create a digital bulletin board
on campus that will display mental health
resources for students, encouraging them to
seek the help they need.
Having experienced mental health
struggles herself, Srivastav understands the
importance that it should have in everyone’s
lives, especially students.
“After I dealt with so many of my problems
in high school, I realized that [mental
health] is super important, especially when
it comes to academics,” Srivastav said. “If my
mental health is suffering, then my grades
are also going to suffer.”
Even if students know that help
is available for them, mental health
services are one of the most stigmatized
organizations at school. According to the
American Psychiatric Association, stigma
and discrimination can worsen symptoms
and reduce likelihood of getting treatment.
Barnes said she believes that the Wellness
Center is the healing center for the mind
and heart, just like the doctor is the healing
place for physical injuries.
“Mental health is something that we
can't see,” Barnes said. “If you break a leg,
you can, and there's no stigma around going
to the doctor for that. So I encourage kids
to approach mental health and emotional
assistance that way.” u
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City wrestles with state demands for increased housing
BY

LynnDai

Saratoga is known as a tranquil suburb
where single-family homes boast residents
living in one of the wealthiest cities in the
nation. The classic suburban atmosphere
features quiet mornings and peaceful streets
— features that, along with its high-ranking public schools, lure a consistent wave
of home buyers, despite the city’s median
housing price of $3.5 million, more than 11
times that of the national median as of September 2020.
It’s not surprising that the last thing many
residents want are duplexes and fourplexes
changing neighborhoods — a situation now
made more possible when Gov. Gavin Newsom signed SB 9 into law recently, allowing property owners to reconstruct parcels
zoned for single-family housing to duplexes
or fourplexes. Suburban communities all
over the state are now wrestling with what
might happen because of the new laws. It’s
also in a race to add 1,712 new units by 2023
because of state requirements, but that goal
is exceedingly hard to meet unless major
changes happen quickly.
“Saratoga is basically the city of trees, and
it’s beautiful,” said Danny Moon, a resident
who is also the school’s girls’ cross country
coach. “High-density housing isn't conducive to the streets here; it takes away from
the rural aspect of the city. There’s not many
places like Saratoga around anymore, especially in neighboring cities like Campbell,
which have been condensing very heavily.”
The town went from being rural to suburban after World War II and was incorporated in 1956. The slogan “Keep it rural” was
used in campaigns for its incorporation process, according to late historian Willys Peck.
While California had an adequate supply of affordable housing units in the 1970s,
according to an NPR article, the federal
government slashed the budget for
affordable housing in 1981 and
gutted state funds for social
programs such as mental
institutions. Critics
say the move
incited
a
surge
of
homelessness and
housing
shortages

across the state. As regions like the Bay Area two-story single-family home that caught
attracted the attention of highly paid pro- his eye: Bedecked with greenery and pools
fessionals in the computer-driven economy, with cascading waterfalls on a 0.98-acre lot.
Such homes are real-life Shangri-las.
the addition of new units failed to keep up
The house above, located on hilly Saraview
with demand for them.
Since the California Housing Element Court just a kilometer from Saratoga High,
Law was adopted in 1969, cities and coun- is listed for sale at $4.3 million.
The couple, who wish to remain anonties in California have been required to
designate sufficient housing with a varied ymous, moved from Mainland China to
number of units to accommodate the needs Mountain View in 2015 to work for FAANG
companies. Now living in a $2 million sinof people across all income levels.
Despite this legislative initiative, Califor- gle-family home, they are searching for a
nia has not produced enough housing to ac- more spacious home in a peaceful commucommodate its population growth. Just last nity.
“I don’t think there’s an area that can
year, according to the 2020 Annual Homeless Assessment Report (AHAR), nearly 30 satisfy these factors at the same time,” the
percent of people experiencing homeless- woman said. “That’s why it’s so difficult to
ness in the U.S. reside in California. The buy a home around here.”
She said she could afford the home beRHNA allocation methodology approved
on Jan. 21 by the Association of Bay Area cause her parents provided part of the down
Governments Executive Board allocates an payment.
“Even if the goals of SB 9 are established,
additional 1,712 housing units, with 454 in
the very low-income range and 719 in the I’d still want to live in Saratoga,” the womabove moderate range. By contrast, only 439 an said. “It’d still be more spacious than the
building permits were issued in December homes in areas like Mountain View.”
While housing in Mountain View has an
2019, with 147 in the extreme and very lowincome sectors and 93 in the above moder- average lot size of 6,750 square feet, the average lot size in Saratoga is approximately
ate income range.
23,000 square feet.
High-density, residential and
Her partner, however,
commercial housing that acprimarily wanted to buy
commodates more peoa home in Saratoga beple per unit is the state’s
cause of the similarisolution to address its
ties it shares with his
housing crisis. Specifhometown in China
ically, Newsom’s Sept.
— shaded trees, hills
16 approval of Senand mountains.
ate Bills 9 (SB 9) and
For new residents
10, two days after he
like Cindy Wu, an art
overcame a Republiteacher who prevican-led recall effort,
ously lived in Milpitas,
ends many of the promaking the decision to
tections for single-famimove to Saratoga was a
ly housing and allows for
no-brainer, despite the gruelsingle lots to be converted
Gra
phic
by ESTH LUAN
ing six-month process of buying
into duplexes or fourplexes. It
ER
a home.
also facilitates upzoning of up to 10
As a result of the high housing prices
units.
Developments that aim to combat Cal- in Saratoga, she could only afford a $1.79
ifornia’s housing shortage — especially SB million townhome despite the fact that she
9 and 10 and updated Regional Housing lived in a single-family home in Milpitas.
Though Wu considered homes in Los GaNeeds Allocation (RHNA) goal of supplying 1,712 units of high-density housing by tos and Palo Alto, she said she was drawn to
2023 — have many Saratogans worried that Saratoga and the high ratings of its schools.
“I love the cultural diversity here,” Wu
if these changes lead to more duplexes and
fourplexes in neighborhoods, their city will said in Chinese, “and the people are motibegin to lose its defining characteristics: vated and inclusive. That’s the environment
lush greenery, serene streets and an idyllic I hope my children will grow up in.”
semi-rural atmosphere.
Benefits of high-density housing
Advocates of ending legal preferences for
The lure of Saratoga’s houses
On a recent fall day, a young mil- traditional single-family housing say favorlennial couple win- ing high-density housing won't be an undow-shopped Sarato- controlled spiral. According to the “Myths
ga’s streets after and Facts About Affordable and High Denlunch togeth- sity Housing Report” by the California Deer. The man partment of Housing and Community Destopped velopment (CAHCD), it may “help balance”
by
a communities, as it did for Silicon Valley in
the Renaissance Project, which upzoned a
56-acre site in 1985 yet halted NIMBY (Not
in My Backyard) sentiment, a characterization of residents’ opposition to proposed
developments in
their area.

Saratoga resident Steven Moustakas is an
avid supporter of the two housing bills. In
his response to city council member Rishi
Kumar’s email about SB 9 and SB 10, Moustakas lauded the goal of solving California’s
housing problems by increasing housing
supply.
“From my experience having watched
my low-income childhood neighborhood

“Take some photos,
because if we don't stop the
development, this is all going
to be gone in 20 years.”
SARATOGA RESIDENT

Glenda Onnie

in Perth, Australia, be converted positively from single dwelling to multi-dwelling
homes, expensive Saratoga houses will not
be replaced ad nauseam with duplexes and
multiple units,” he said.
Instead, Moustakas maintains that
lower-income neighborhoods tend to be
converted into multi-unit homes while expensive cities like Saratoga mostly remain
single-family housing with the addition of
some conversions to expensive duplexes.
He referenced an article from The Economist: California projects a need between
1.8 million and 3.5 million homes by 2025
to address the shortage, and the impact of
SB 9 on single-family homes is critical to
that goal. According to the Terner Center
For Housing Innovation, an organization
established at UC Berkeley in 2015, it would
enable development on 5.4 percent of single-family lots, an amount that constitutes
40 percent more than would otherwise have
been developed.
While the immediate impact of these laws
that take effect Jan. 1 isn’t clear, Moustakas
said the city needs to start taking action and
residents shouldn’t partake in the “needless
fear-mongering” that commonly portrays
SB 9 and SB 10 as a one-sided doomsday situation for single-family homes.
Housing plans don’t take aesthetics, safety
into account, critics say
The RHNA methodology has garnered
backlash from many residents who believe
its proposals failed to address the unique
infrastructure and resources in different
communities. In an appeal drafted on July 8,
both residents and the city council of Saratoga expressed heavy opposition to RHNA’s
required additions, calling out its failure to
consider the existing and projected jobs, the
lack of available land suitable for urban development and the increase in greenhouse
gas emissions.
Neither SB 9 nor SB 10 takes into account the potential impact of additional infrastructure on wildfire containment, water
storage and the blocking of rooftop solar
panels, concerns that many Saratoga residents outlined in a string of public emails
to the RHNA.
More than half of Saratoga land is in the
Wildland Urban Interface area, consisting
primarily of hillsides at high or very high
risk for wildfires. Some critics of density
have pointed out that fault zones like San
Andreas are identified as extremely
high fire hazards, yet the few roads
of escape are narrow, steep and
can
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not be widened.
Glenda Onnie, a Saratoga resident who
has lived on Pierce Road for over 35 years,
referenced a UC Berkeley study from a
front-page Mercury News article on June
10. The study showed that clustered defensible housing in high-risk areas like hillsides
places people in harm’s way. Researchers
concluded that reducing density in highrisk areas like hillsides should be a “primary
goal.” She and two other residents described
their joy in being surrounded by wildlife
where they live, citing animals ranging from
coyotes to mountain lions in their yards last
year.
“I love our hillsides, I love the wildlife,”
Onnie said during the Housing Element
Community meeting on Oct. 27. “I certainly don’t want mountain lions in my yard, but
they share their space with us. And I want to
protect this land for them and for all of us.
Take some photos, because if we don't stop
the development, this is all going to be gone
in 20 years and we’ll never see it again.”
SB 9 and 10 also raise concerns for Saratoga’s water storage, which, unlike other cities in Santa Clara County, is dependent on
its own aquifer instead of water provided
by other sources. Although the city enforces strict regulations to ensure the amount
of water is enough to replenish the aquifer,
critics say an increase in housing could reduce the space for water storage and simultaneously reduce aquifer replenishment and
supply as water demand rises.
Additionally, as the number of housing
units increases, the city will use more energy.
“Every unit put up is going to consume
so many kilowatts,” Moon said. “During the
heat time, with air conditioning running,
we're going to have more power outages
caused by high-density housing. There's no
way around it.”

homes
in order to
make
room
for multi-unit
dwellings “means destroying the peace and tranquility of
their neighborhoods,” DeMartini wrote
in the letter. People in outlying communities see Saratoga as a beacon for its peaceful,
sleepy environment — a trait that, for Saratoga residents, is an indisputable element of
the city’s culture and place identity.

Proposals for RHNA high-density housing sites
At the Housing Element Community
meeting on Oct. 27, the city revealed that
there are currently 164 units proposed or
under construction in the Quito Village
Development, Marshall Lane Subdivision,
Quito Vessing Subdivision and Saratoga
Retirement Community areas. Nine of the
units are low-income housing designated
for families whose incomes don’t exceed 80
percent of Saratoga’s $191,000 median family income, and the rest are designated for
above moderate-income families.
Additionally, the 51 parcels of vacant
sites yield 69 units and the construction of
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs): Smaller,
independent residential units located on the
same lot as single-family homes, allow for
480 more.
In the meeting, residents encouraged the
city to build potential housing sites along
streets like Saratoga Avenue and Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road to aid transportation for
new residents. Others suggested reallocating land from West Valley College parking
and the many churches in Saratoga for residential housing instead.
City council member Kookie Fitzsimmons told The Falcon that when SB 9 becomes effective on Jan. 1, the city
The reality of the state’s housing crisis
will not be able to opt-out of
In a letter to the editors of Mercuit. While Saratoga has
ry News, former SHS guidance
“not denied any housing
counselor Kirch DeMartini,
development
applicaa Saratoga resident who
tion in at least the last 15
worked at the school in
years,” disregarding SB 9
the ‘90s, argued that alor RHNA requirements
though SB 9 and SB 10
would subject it to signifwere created to improve
icant penalties and would
housing
affordability,
make Saratoga lose its
they would only exacerability to make developbate the divide between
ment decisions by only
poorer and better-off
Graphic by ESTHER LUAN
allowing the city to deny
communities. He described SB 9 as “California dream’s death a development application in the case of an
“adverse impact on public health or safety.”
knell.”
Although Saratoga has met its obligations
“In reality, if you create multifamily
housing and neighborhoods in Saratoga, to allow for housing development, there has
it’s still going to be extremely expensive,” been little demand for building significantly
DeMartini said. “Those new housing units more. As a result, Fitzsimmons said permits
will be snapped up by well-educated people for new housing are well below the target esfrom out of the area who have the education tablished through the RHNA process.
More alarming to residents, however, is
and money to afford it. You haven't solved
anything — you've just increased the popu- the increasing legislative pressure on
lation density — but you've still got a home- cities to ensure that state-deless situation. People who can’t afford to live termined housing
in the Bay Area are not going to be served by needs are
expensive multifamily housing.”
DeMartini and his family moved to Saratoga in 1968. He said that they wouldn’t be
able to buy a home here today. With the
boom in housing prices and skyrocketing property taxes, the difference
between conditions for installing
high-density housing now and 50
years ago are “apples to oranges.”
DeMartini said
high-density housing risks changing
Saratoga’s culture
and making it a
less desirable
place to live.
Destroying
single-family

met,
whereas
Gra
phic
cities were primarily
by E
STH
ER L
responsible for planning for
UAN
them in the past. Cities where development is not on track to meet projected parents and children. He said none of his
housing needs are subject to by-right ap- clients are renting these secondary units to
provals of qualifying multi-family residen- low-income people, so the numbers projecttial projects by SB 35. These state obligations ed by the RHNA don’t accurately reflect the
strip away public input and local control state’s expectations.
In other words, the effects of SB 9 and SB
over future growth.
“The state’s approach to reduce barriers 10 could go either way. More housing units
to development could mean that the com- may require more services and alter the
munity has little to no say over what the city character of neighborhoods, but also may
will look like in the future,” Fitzsimmons generate more jobs, increased construction
said. “Personally, I think that this approach and a thriving downtown.
Tse stressed the importance of
oversimplifies the affordable housaffordable housing in Santa Clara
ing crisis and might result in very
County. He described the RHNA
little new affordable housing.”
appeal and senate bills as a “wakeAs a result, the city may be
up call” for communities who haforced to rapidly implement a
ven’t been on par with addressing
large amount of housing develthe issue.
opment — namely, any proposed
“There is a need for more afdevelopments with at least 10 perfordable housing and the goal for
cent affordable units. While the
adding 1,700 housing units is a
city’s response to SB 9 is unclear,
Tse
good idea, but I don’t think the way
Fitzsimmons said she hopes every
these bills are written — as a goal
resident will be part of the housing
to provide more affordable housing — is goelement update process.
ing to happen in our area,” Tse said, noting
that upzoning from SB 9 is unprofitable in
The heart of the issue: Housing prices
A change in housing prices will inevita- a wealthy community like Saratoga. “There
bly follow the installation of more units and are better ways to address all the issues of
housing shortages and protect Saratoga
high-density housing, experts say.
Saratoga real estate agent Andy Tse home values and neighborhoods.”
According to Tse, residents who have
said many of his clients harbor the perception that the results of SB 9 and increasing lived in Saratoga for a long time wouldn’t
high-density housing would “wreck the want the increase in density caused by SB 9,
while those desiring “quick money” would.
hard-earned equity in their houses.”
“Just like anything else, people
While their concerns may be understandable, former Santa Cruz County su- fear what they don't know,” he
pervisor Gary Patton projected that upzon- said. “Whenever something
ing property to allow more buildings would changes, we worry it will
make things worse,
cause the price to go up instead.
Even so, Tse said gauging the future im- so I don't think
pact of these laws is incredibly difficult, as it's certain that
most entities, including Saratoga’s city and these bills
planning departments, are confused about would hurt
us.” u
how they will be adopted.
This comes as no surprise: Despite
RHNA numbers that set concrete requirements for housing, more than 78 percent of
the 95 units allocated for low-income housing were permits issued for ADUs. Most
of Tse’s clients are installing
ADUs on their property to provide
more space
for grand-

Graphic by SHREYA RALLABANDI
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School works to boost athletic spirit
JUNIOR AND TWO STAFF MEMBERS USE SOCIAL MEDIA TO INCREASE ATTENDANCE AT SPORTING EVENTS
BY

HowardShu

When
attending
sports
games, assistant principal Brian
Thompson and athletics director
Rick Ellis can’t help but notice
the gaping voids in the stands
where cheering students would
have been in pre-COVID years.
Hoping to increase attendance
across all sports, they began
working with junior Kaelli Trateng
at the end of September to increase
participation.
“Our attendance at sporting
events right now mostly consists of
parents and siblings,” Thompson
said. “Our student body really
hasn’t come back to attending
sporting events at a high level.”
Thompson said that while
there was decent attendance at
some football games — partially
Courtesy of NOW & FOREVER STUDIOS
attributed to the families of
students in the music program Stands full of enthusiastic fans like these at the Homecoming football game on Sept. 24 have been rare this year.
or on the football, dance or cheer
teams — other sports have not smiles; I want laughter; I want assistant during fifth period and fact, “there’s an event happening
received the same amount of cheering. I want our students to no devoting her time to garnering almost every night at the school,”
student support compared to longer feel the doldrums of what support for teams.
Thompson said.
before the pandemic.
They found 78 students who
“I think it is important for
COVID-19 did to us.”
As a result, many teams,
He believes sporting students to attend our sports are administrators of social media
including volleyball and
events are great places events because it is fun, allows accounts connected with the
even football, didn’t make
to have fun with friends, everyone to get out of their house school across Facebook, Twitter
as much money from ticket
where people “get to be to socialize and supports our and Instagram.
sales at the gate as they did
Trateng
organized
the
themselves” and can classmates and students who work
pre-pandemic, Thompson
and
made
a
take a healthy break really hard and don’t typically information
said. Ticket sales help get
get enough appreciation for it,” ParentSquare list of students to ask
from academics.
the athletic program in the
Thompson hopes to Trateng said. “Our school has a to post graphics and information
black.
bring the same feeling stereotype for not excelling in our about sporting events.
Because of this, he
She is making the graphics and
of joy on campus during sports, but that isn’t entirely true
Trateng
and Ellis brought Trateng
Homecoming week to and we don’t shine enough light is using skills she learned in the
on board to help them
Media Arts Program.
on the teams that do.”
all athletics events.
increase attendance by reaching
“In my process, I usually think
Thompson and Trateng spent
“Imagine if we took that energy
out to the student body through and that enthusiasm, and we a long time researching and of a certain theme I would like to
social media.
brought it to a sporting event,” brainstorming ideas to market portray for the event; figure out
“The main goal I want is for Thompson said. “Let’s replicate sporting events, which Thompson the best way to portray the times
our students to come out and that. Inside the gym, on the soccer explained was important because and information; and then add in
enjoy being part of the school field, let’s replicate that for our low attendance may stem from the extra details or change it as I go,”
community,” Thompson said. “I athletes and for our community.”
student body not even knowing Trateng said. “It usually takes me
want memories created; I want
Trateng is working as an office that events are happening. In more than an hour on each graphic

because I try to be too much of a
perfectionist and focus on the little
details.”
One of the main obstacles they
have faced is needing to rely on the
78 administrators of social media
accounts to post information.
“Not a lot of people seem to
check their email, or maybe they
just don’t care to post the things
we send out,” Trateng said. “There
hasn’t been that much of an outspread of this information.”
Trateng has been trying to
figure out better ways to do
this and sometimes asks people
personally to post what she makes.

“Our school has a
stereotype for not
excelling in our sports,
but that isn’t entirely
true and we don’t
shine enough light on
the teams that do.”
JUNIOR

Kaelli Trateng

Still, the team has seen signs of
progress. While walking around
campus, Thompson has had
students come up to him and say
that they saw the social media ads.
He hopes students will post them
on their social media to grow
school spirit as the winter sports
season approaches.
“I want to see the soccer
stadium filled; I want to see the
gym filled for basketball season
and for our girls and our boys in all
of our sports,” Thompson said. “I’d
love for students to support our
athletes and develop the school
spirit we’re currently lacking.” u

Low pay, long hours make hiring and keeping coaches tough
occur because of a hiring process in which
coaches are committed to one season at a
When junior Rosie Kline first heard time, athletics director Rick Ellis said. “If the
that the girls’ water polo team would be coach and myself both agree that moving on
undergoing another coaching change for to the next season is a good thing, then we
the 2021-22 season, her initial feeling will keep them on. We want consistency that
of disappointment quickly faded into way,” Ellis said.
The coach hiring process begins with
resignation.
Ellis interviewing candidates
Over the past three years,
and later checking references, a
the team has had through four
process similar to other jobs.
different coaches, each with varying
Ellis looks for someone
levels of experience and different
who has prior experience both
philosophies.
playing and coaching the sport
“I think adaptation is a good skill
at a secondary school level. Ellis
to have, since coaches have a lot of
asks applicants without coaching
different interpretations of how to
experience about their personal
play the game,” Kline said. “However,
experiences with the sport, as well
it’s frustrating when you really like
Ellis
as leadership, team management
your coach and then suddenly you
and communication skills.
get a new coach and that process
“Sometimes our questions revolve more
keeps repeating every year.”
While the staff changes for water polo around how they will manage a team, take
were under highly unusual circumstances care of discipline issues and communicate
following the death of boys’ and girls’ coach with parents,” Ellis said. “If [coaches] have
Jerome Chung in March 2021, it is common those kinds of skills, we can work on details.”
The next step in the process involves a
for some teams, including girls’ basketball
and girls’ volleyball, to undergo similar newly hired coach taking human resource
issues with constant leadership changes. training sessions, getting CPR and first
Both have had three new coaches in the past aid certifications, tuberculosis testing,
fingerprinting and online classes regarding
three consecutive seasons.
“I think it’s not the best to have different sexual harassment, among other hurdles.
Generally, however, the trouble with
coaches every year because you don’t
know how they’re going to act and how coaches does not arise through the hiring
experienced they are,” said junior Emily Lu, process, but rather from the reality that
a libero on the girls’ varsity volleyball team. there are few coaches available.
“It’s difficult to find coaches,” Ellis said.
“There’s always a period in the beginning of
the season where you’re adjusting to the new “I think there might be a misconception in
our community that there is an abundance
coaching style.”
The frequent shifts in coaching mainly of people who want to coach here, but in my

BY

StephanieSun

21 years here, that is not the case.”
According to Ellis, the search for coaches
has been difficult, especially for coaches
qualified to coach at the high school level.
“We were able to hire new coaches fairly
successfully, but we were lucky,” Ellis said.
“There weren’t a lot of people at all who
applied.”
Another factor that contributes to
coaching changes is the salary for coaches
and the high living costs of the Bay Area. For
example, the departure of girls’ basketball
coach Jaclyn Brode was influenced by her
JV coach moving out of the Bay Area and
a job offer from Castilleja, a private school
that offered a higher-paying position.
The average salary for a new coach per
sports season here ranges from $2,289
to $3,720 depending on the category the
coaching position is designated to and their
years of experience. The most experienced
coaches in some sports earn just over $5,000
in a season.
The COVID-19 pandemic made hiring
even more challenging, with more coaches
leaving sports like girls’ volleyball, girls’
basketball and boys’ and girls’ water polo.
Despite the coaching departures
following the pandemic, Ellis said the
number of applicants remained relatively
unchanged from previous years. Coaching
applicants also vary based on the sport, with
more popular sports like football, baseball
and basketball having larger applicant pools
in contrast with the small pool for less
popular sports like lacrosse and water polo.
“We were lucky to find [water polo]
coach Michael Fleming,” Ellis said. “The
other applicant was actually Mexico’s

Courtesy of NOW & FOREVER STUDIOS

Girls’ golf assistant coach Louise Hall helps
freshman Sarah Lim with her sports bag.
national coach, who was way overqualified
for the position. I don’t think he was fully
aware of the level he would be coaching at if
he came here.”
In terms of qualifications, coaches
must have completed their high school
education, but are not required to have any
prior experience coaching the sport or even
coaching at all.
Due to these benchmark requirements,
student athletes sometimes find themselves
having different coaches with varying skill
sets across multiple seasons, which leads to
discouragement and discord among teams.
“I think our coaches from the past three
seasons have been pretty inexperienced,”
said Lu about her volleyball experience. “We
have a strong team with experienced players
and I don’t think we are reaching our full
potential with these constant changes.” u
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Teams face low participation; few find success
BY

ChristinaChang

& EthanLin

After a year of COVID-19 related obstacles, the Falcons resumed fall sports: Several
teams and individual athletes triumphed in
league finals and CCS, while some experienced low player participation. Overall,
athletes are pleased with their play and look
forward to next season.
Cross country concludes season on satisfying note, individuals qualified for CCS
The girls’ cross country team increased
participation coming out of the pandemic,
returning to its usual 50 runners in comparison to last year’s 14-member team; meanwhile, the boys’ team saw a decrease from
20 to 13 runners. Seven athletes from each
team qualified for CCS.
Notable achievements include senior
co-captain Harrison Dance placing first in
his division and 13th overall out of 504 boys
with a time of 15:43.7 — a 5:19.9 mile pace,
and junior co-captain Elizabeth Stoiber who
placed 20th in her division and 157th overall out of 423 girls, running a 21:22.2 time,
a 7:14.6 mile pace. For the final team standings, the boys’ team placed 32nd out of 66
schools while the girls’ team finished 44th
out of 56 schools.
Dance has also advanced to the CIF State
Cross Country Championships, which will
be held on Nov. 27 in Fresno.
Girls’ golf falls short of league finals; individuals qualify for CCS

During their final match against Gunn,
the girls’ golf team lost by a score of 209-232.
With a final record of 8-2, the team fell short
of collectively qualifying for league finals.
However, the No. 1 and No. 2 players,
freshman Sarah Lim and senior Savannah
Lin respectively, qualified as individuals to
League Finals on Oct. 19 where both players
qualified to CCS — Lim with a score of 76
and Lin with an 81. At CCS, Lim shot a 77
and tied for 20th place, while Lin shot a 78
and tied for 24th out of 114 players. Neither
advanced to the next round.
Girls’ tennis fall on hard times and may
drop to lower league
The girls’ tennis team attributed their
0-12 record to low participation, inexperienced players and difficult opponents.
Additionally, the team was challenged by
a lack of experience, with the majority not
participating in many tournaments during
the pandemic. With the team struggling to
win, head coach Florin Marica has considered dropping the team from D1.
Despite setbacks, Kan saw improved
team spirit and communication and feels
her younger teammates have potential to reestablish the winning ways of the program.
Girls’ volleyball closes out season with
disappointing losses
The girls’ volleyball team’s losing season
was attributed to a young roster, adjusting
to new coach Thomas Ching and the exit of
senior opposite hitter Sonia Purisai.
As a result, the team won two league

Courtesy of MICHAEL STEELE

The field hockey team runs onto the field at the beginning of their game against Homestead.
games, beating Milpitas on Sept. 9 and Oct.
26. The Falcons placed 6th out of 7 teams
in the El Camino league with a 2-10 record.
Despite rough results for a team that has
often made CCS in the past, junior captain
Lisa Fung thinks they can rebound next fall.
Girls’ water polo faces tough season, hopes
for future improvement
In the league championships — resulting
in a 12-1 loss to Fremont on Oct. 26, a 8-6
loss against Monta Vista on Oct. 27 and an
11-8 triumph to Santa Clara on Oct. 29 —
the team placed 7th in the El Camino division. The league record was 2-14, with wins

to Santa Clara and Cupertino.
The team faced challenges with the loss
of key players to graduation, several injuries and a lack of experienced athletes. Additionally, some team members expressed
frustrations over the style and philosophies
of new coach Alex Hsueh. u
— With additional reporting from Anamika Anand, Sam Bai, Vicky Bai, Meher
Bhatnagar, Andy Chen, Atrey Desai, Victoria Hu, Jonny Luo, Andrew Lin, Nicole Lu,
Nikhil Mathihalli, Stephanie Sun, Harshini
Velchamy, Aiden Ye, Bill Yuan, Joann Zhang
and Sarah Zhou

Fall sports recap: Falcons back in the game
FIELD HOCKEY

BOYS' WATER POLO

Team places first in league Falcons lose 2-1 in
BY

SamBai, AndrewLin

& BillYuan

The boys’ water polo team lost 8-7
against Lynbrook during league finals on
Oct. 29, ending their season without qualifying for CCS.
The team was down one at the end of the
first quarter, but by the end of the first half,
the Falcons were able to tie the Vikings at
5-5 after successive goals from senior Kian
Kwa and senior captain Marcus Kuo. In the
third quarter, the Falcons took the lead,
bringing the score to 6-5.
The ending of the closely fought match
included missing a five-meter call and a
penalty shot, leading to the one-point loss.
“After each goal, the crowd would chant
our name or ‘MVP,’ which was really encouraging,” Kwa said. “Even though we
didn’t get the result we wanted, I'm happy
with the way things turned out.”
The Falcons dominated this season
with a 9-1 record coming
into leagues, placing first
in the El Camino league
and winning most
games by a margin of
four or more goals.
Senior
goalkeeper
Andrew Hong
attributes
much of the
team’s success
to the

senior-heavy lineup as well as their efforts
to live up to the expectation of being the
best team in the league.
“During the beginning of the season, we
would score almost tenfold compared to
what our opponents scored,” he said. “But
toward the end of the season, we grew tired
and our hunger to keep winning faded.”
The team honed their skills under new
coach Mike Fleming. He allowed the more
experienced players to decide what the
team needed to focus on. Fleming worked
with new players during drills, letting the
veterans train on their own. One of their
favorite shooting drills was from the UCLA
men’s team, which the late coach Jerome
Chung introduced to the team as freshmen.
After beating Santa Clara and Wilcox
in leagues, the Falcons matched up against
Lynbrook in the league finals.
Prior to leagues, Lynbrook was the only
team that had managed to defeat the Falcons, making this a crucial game for the
team to qualify for CCS, but also to redeem
themselves.
With the loss, the team will have to wait
until next year to triumph against the Vikings — which may prove difficult, because
many of the team’s star players will be graduating this year.
The returning varsity team has only
four non-seniors, which may force the
current seven-man JV team to merge
with varsity, hindering new talent.
“Water polo is an underrated sport
and I’m just disappointed at the lack of
players,” Hong said. “I won’t be surprised if Saratoga doesn't offer
water polo [in
future] years,
but I’m glad
where it’s headed now.” u

second round of CCS

Despite the loss, members of the team
were proud to represent the school as the
only fall sport to qualify for CCS this year.
“My sister advanced to CCS in 2017 and
As the buzzer rang at the end of the intense fourth quarter of their first CCS game her year was the most recent year we went
on Nov. 1 against San Benito High School, [prior to this season], so it's cool that I got
field hockey co-captain and left center to go too because there was a lot of presback senior Olivia Kinoshita glanced at sure,” Kinoshita said.
Near the end of the season in
the scoreboard: 0-0. The score rethe game against Homestead on
mained stagnant continuing into
Oct. 30, Kinoshita said the team
double overtime as the two teams
started playing together.
struggled in a back-and-forth
“The ideas our coach had been
bout — the normal 48-minute
trying to drill in us for the past
field hockey game extending to an
four years, at least for the seniors,
exhausting 68 minutes.
clicked,” she said. “It's really cool
After junior forward Kayto be able to play where you're not
la Steele scored during the final
shootout, the team ran onto the Kinoshita holding the ball as much and you're
passing a lot more; it made us feel
field to celebrate the victory.
more like a team.”
“I would definitely say it was
This bond and connection among playthe highlight of my season,” said Steele.
The field hockey team made it into CCS ers was welcoming to the new sophomore
championships on Oct. 27 after a 4-0 win players who joined varsity as well.
“The team’s encouragement towards
against Palo Alto. On Nov. 1 they played
their first round against San Benito and one another and our extremely close bond
won 3-0 behind Steele, Kinoshita and se- helped in making this season as successful
nior center mid Lauren Yarrington’s three as possible,” Ahmed said.
Following their accomplished season,
goals, as well as senior goalie and co-captain Nandini Desai’s masterclass defense. the team has high expectations for next
The team’s victory over San Benito followed year. Despite the loss of eight current senior
an already successful season; the Falcons athletes to graduation, Ahmed is confident
finished first in the El Camino League with the team will continue to carry out their
success.
a record of 9-1.
Kinoshita was surprised by the new
The team closed their season with a
heartbreaking 2-1 loss against Leigh on underclassmen players' potential and how
they were able to meet the same level as the
Nov. 3, ending their CCS run.
“Sometimes we check out of the game older girls on the field.
“It was awesome to be able to watch
when we're just a little defeated,” said sophomore defense player Zinneerah Ahmed. them grow as they are valuable assets for
“Making sure to bring that intensity and our team in coming seasons,” Kinoshita
said. u
energy is important to do.”
BY

MeherBhatnagar

& AndyChen
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FOOTBALL

Football season cut short by a lack of healthy players
BY

JonnyLuo

& NikhilMathihalli

After an exhilarating 31-14 Homecoming win over Monta Vista on Sept. 24, the
football team hoped to turn their season
around. Instead, they never won again, ending the 1-4 in league and 1-8 overall. They
finished in sixth place in the El Camino
league.
As the season wore on, the Falcons fell
victim to a string of injuries, weakening
their already small roster size of only 25
players to start the year. Nevertheless, no JV
players were brought up to varsity.
The season ended on a historically rough
note with three forfeits: the first one against
Los Altos on Oct. 14, Cupertino High on
Oct. 29 — which marked their senior night
game — and Fremont High on Nov. 5.
Sophomore quarterback Shane Timmons was disappointed to see the team end
this season that way.
“It was just really sad,” Timmons said.
“We put in a lot of work during June and
July [for conditioning], and not being able
to play those three games was devastating.”
Over the season, the team lost ten players
to injuries: five concussions, four shoulder
injuries and a broken leg.
“Not being able to substitute players was
playing a dramatic role in our performances,” co-captain Parsa Hashemi said. “Players

FALCON // ATREY DESAI

In this football game against Westmont, the varsity football team had their entire roster fully
healthy. They were unable to do so for the rest of the season due to season-ending injuries.
were playing tired, and playing tired against
fresh players led to injuries. It was inevitable
that our season turned out as it did.”
For Hashemi, the devastating loss this
year was an aberration from previous years,
where the team made it to the CCS quarterfinals in 2019.

“The varsity team was always pretty
strong in past years,” Hashemi said. “Before
COVID-19, I’d say we had one of the greatest Saratoga football teams, and it was disappointing to see that we couldn’t carry on
that tradition.”
However, the team has been struggling

with low participation for years, a trend that
started with the loss of four to five athletes
who transferred to Los Gatos High for the
more social and less academically pressuring environment, according to Hashemi.
This year’s football season was also different from previous years because of the
COVID-19 pandemic — some athletes decided to play different fall sports or drop
sports entirely due to safety concerns.
To lower injury rates and increase accessibility of the sport, this year football coach
Tim Lugo coordinated with the league to
shorten quarter lengths to five minutes because athletes were coming out of an unconventional COVID-19 season.
According to principal Greg Louie, this
was “just to make sure athletes did have
games to play.”
Louie also mentioned that next year, the
league may also decide to go from 11-man
tackle football to smaller variants, such as 7or 8-man tackle football, although nothing
has been finalized. According to junior running back and wide receiver Paolo Navarro,
other schools in the area, such as Monta Vista, have also been struggling with low football numbers.
“[The future of the football team] is all
ultimately going to depend upon who comes
out to play football next season,” Louie said.
“If we get a strong freshman class, we’ll be
able to build up the program over time.” u

BOYS' SOCCER EXCITED TO PLAY AFTER ANAMALOUS YEAR
Head Coach: Max Dorling
Last year’s record: 6-6
Recap: Due to COVID-19, there was no
JV team. The varsity finished 4th in the
league.
Key Matchups: Lynbrook, Monta Vista
Star Players: Seniors Andrew Choi, Aidan
Costello, Shaheen, junior Dylan Sinton,
sophomore Yul Hong
Key losses to graduation: Kyle Massie and
Nolan Chen
League: SVCAL El Camino League
Prognosis:
Last year, after the departure of head
coach Chris Stott, the team adjusted to
new coach Max Dorling, a Class of 2012
alumnus who had played soccer during his
time here.

year’s abridged eight week season. Players
Because of his experience with the
are now able to take off their masks
school’s sports culture, Dorling
and play with full contact.
knew what the climate was
Practices are held daily for
like and was more coman hour and a half, usually
fortable with coaching,
consisting of stretching,
senior captain and
passing, dribbling and
center back Aidan
finishing with a scrimCostello said.
mage.
“I think the [new]
“Due to COVID-19
coaching made a big
last year, we weren't
difference.” Costello
able to have a preseason
said. “We performed
tournament, but that just
miles better last year
makes me look forward to
than in previous seait more,” junior back Dylan
sons, and were one place
Gra
Sinton said.
away from qualifying for
phic by NIE LIU
AN
This year, larger turnout at tryCCS.”
The team is excited to return after last outs and an influx of new talent means

that there will be a JV team. According to
Costello, while no freshmen made varsity,
many are “pretty skilled and have potential.”
The core varsity team will remain largely the same with only two key losses to
graduation, so it will be “pretty easy to fill
those holes,” Costello said.
The team has a competitive group of
15 players this year that played together
as well last season, and Sinton is confident
that the team will qualify for CCS.
“Overall, we have a pretty good chemistry because a lot of our players have played
outside of school together [for club soccer],” Sinton said. u
— Annie Liu and Tiffany Wang

GIRLS' SOCCER PREPARES TO CONTINUE RECENT SUCCESSES
Head Coach: Ben Maxwell
Last year’s record: 11-1
Recap: The team placed first in the league.
Key Matchups: Wilcox
Star Players: Senior wing players Emma
Foley, Casey Gilligan, Anjali Nuggehalli
and midfielder Lauren Yarrington
Key losses to graduation: Center forward
Leila Chaudhry and center back Michelle
Lim
League: El Camino (B) Division
Prognosis:
Although the girls’ soccer team lost
three starters to graduation, the Falcons

hope to carry forward last year’s outstanding 11-1 record. Not enough players tried
out to make a JV team this year, so some
players were cut during varsity tryouts,
which lasted from Nov. 2 to Nov. 15.
“I think we have a strong, competitive
group, so I am excited to work with them,”
head coach Ben Maxwell said. “If they can
take their training into the games, we will
do well.”
Maxwell has coached soccer for 15
years in both Scotland and the U.S. and
has coached girls’ soccer at the school for
10 years, during which the team qualified

for CCS five times.
Although the team placed first in the
division last year, due to COVID-19, officials didn’t do relegations, meaning that
the team couldn’t move up to division A.
As such, a goal of this season is to win
the league again and move up to division
A. A key game will be against Wilcox,
which is the only team that they lost to last
season.
“I have high hopes for this upcoming season,” Foley said. “Our team is still
young and has developed a lot during and
since the pandemic season.”

Foley is excited for the course of the
team: With the addition of new underclassmen and senior Anjali Nuggehalli, an
Elite Clubs National League (ECNL) player and Pomona College commit, the team
is hoping start their season off with a win
in their first game on Dec. 4 against Piedmont Hills.
"Our coach made it clear that last year's
success doesn't translate to this year," Foley said. "If we want to win the league, we
need to maintain a good work ethic." u
— Jonny Luo and Arnav Swamy

WRESTLING WELCOMES YOUNG TEAM FOLLOWING LOSS OF SENIORS
Head Coach: Taylor Wilson
Last year’s record: 0-1
Recap: Due to COVID-19, few athletes
could attend meets; low participation resulted in losses for the team.
Key Matchups: Gunn, Milpitas
Key Additions: freshmen Rebecca Bossow
and Solbee Lee, Sophomore Stephan Murphy and Ishaan Attawar
Star Players: Juniors Sohum Bhan and
Irene Frazier, sophomores Gabe Ho and
Justin Jiang
Key losses to graduation: Karan Vazirani,
Trevor Green, Xander Kim
League: El Camino League

Prognosis:
Due to COVID-19 concerns and conflicts with other sports seasons, like basketball and baseball, the wrestling team
was unable to fill all weight classes last
spring during their COVID-19 delayed
season, forcing them to forfeit the majority
of their matches.
Exacerbating the team’s low participation, seven seniors, including star wrestlers Trevor Green, Karan Vazirani and
Xander Kim, graduated, leaving few returning athletes.
Junior Sohum Bhan was initially worried about low participation, fearing a

repeat of last year’s forfeited season. His
anxiousness soon turned to pleasant surprise: Over 10 new faces — a majority of
the team — have joined the wrestling program this year.
“When the seniors graduated, there
were only about four of us left, but this
year, I’m really glad there’s at least 10 people on the mat at any given time,” Bhan
said.
Head coach Taylor Wilson is focusing
on ensuring that new athletes fall in love
with the sport, rather than emphasizing
results.
With the team’s first tournament com-

ing up on Dec. 4 at Half Moon Bay, the
team is working together to ensure that
everyone knows the fundamentals.
“Even though I just started, I really
enjoy wrestling, and hopefully next year
I can get some of my friends to join too,”
sophomore Ishaan Attawar said.
Wilson wants the team to support each
other, emphasizing teamwork among athletes.
“The results of this season really depend on the team,” Wilson said. “It's not
my team; it’s their team.” u
— Mitchell Chen
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GIRLS' BASKETBALL STARTS SEASON WITH 1-1 RECORD
Head Coach: Josh Rivera
Last year’s record: 4-10
Recap: While the Falcons made
it to CCS last year, they opted
out due to seniors leaving and
people going out of town. The
team finished 6th in the De
Anza league.
Key Matchups: Lynbrook and
Palo Alto
Star Players: senior power
forward Naomi Mallik, junior
guards Jenny Campbell and
Tanya Ghai
Key losses to graduation: center and power forward Bereket
Bailey, point guards Iris Lee,
Jane Loo and Athena Mahajani
League: De Anza
Prognosis:
After a challenging 19-4
second quarter, the girls’ basketball team lost 58-49 at their
first scrimmage against Mt.
Eden on Nov. 16. Despite their
first loss, key starters like junior guard Tanya Ghai — who
scored 21 points, 5 assists and
7 steals — performed strongly,
leading to a 34-27 win against
Independence on Nov. 18. The
team hopes to work on consistency and decrease the number
of fouls and turnovers for their
upcoming games.
This season marks the team’s
third coach over the past three
consecutive years: Coach Josh
Rivera, who coached the JV
team during the 2019-20 season, was hired as this season’s
varsity coach.
“When I first met some of
them, they were freshmen —
and now they're juniors,” Rivera
said. “But the other additions to

the team range from returning chemistry and finding an idenseniors to freshmen, so it's a tity. Through their practices, Rivera feels that they are reaching
mixed bag.”
Rivera’s hiring follows the a competitive balance.
“Everyone one through 10
departure of coaches Danny
Wallace and Jaclyn Brode af- is very important, I would say,”
ter the 2019-20 and 2020-21 he said. “I have a good mix of
seasons, respectively. Wallace seniors right now, who I think
retired after 13 years of coach- could definitely impact the
ing, and Brode left to be head game as far as bringing experience on leadership. And
coach at Castilleja after her
my juniors can do
one-year stint at SHS.
the same. But I beThough many of the
lieve my team one
players are familthrough 10 is just
iar with Rivera
going to impact
already, the team
the game.”
will still take time
The team plans
to transition.
to focus on prac“Every
year
ticing for themit's been different
G
NG selves
rather than
coaching styles, dif- raphic by
A
CAROLYN W
looking at matchups.
ferent plays, a different
“In the past, we used to do
vibe,” senior post Amarangana
Tyagi said. “It’s hard to adjust, a lot of scouting and we would
but all the girls have kind of sit through and see who we
been the same throughout, so were playing against, who their
good players were and how they
that makes it easier.”
The team started daily prac- played,” Tyagi said. “But this
tices with a finalized roster year is kind of all up in the air
starting Nov. 8 following try- because of COVID-19.”
Nevertheless, junior guard
outs during the week of Nov.
1. Nearly half the team is com- Tanya Ghai is optimistic about
posed of underclassmen to re- the team’s standing this year, as
place the losses of alumni Bere- many other teams face the same
ket Bailey, Iris Lee, Jane Loo and obstacles.
“Last season, we were adAthena Mahajini to graduation.
Due to these key losses, Ty- justing to a new coach and we
agi feels uncertain about the didn't win very many games,”
team’s prospects this year due Ghai said. “I'm feeling confident
to “a lack of height.” The num- about our ability to win games
ber of posts on the team has this year, because all teams are
gone down from four to five to kind of restarting and all their
just two: Tyagi and junior Mika seniors have graduated.” u
Tippets. Considering the team’s
— Christopher Chen and
lack of experience, Rivera said
the team is working on building Brian Sheen
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BOYS' BASKETBALL AIMS TO DOMINATE AGAIN
Head Coach: Patrick Judge
Last year’s record: 8-4
Recap: The team made it to the
CCS semifinals but lost to Burlingame High School.
Key Matchups: Los Gatos and
Burlingame
Star Players: Seniors center Giulio Morini-Bianzino, shooting
guard Som Teymouri, small
forward Christian Li and point
guard Christopher Liu, power
forward Ayaaz Shah
Key losses to graduation: Point
guard Tyler Chu, shooting guard
Cameron King, point guard/forward Nathan Oh
League: El Camino
Prognosis:
The boys’ basketball team
opened the season with a 56-40
win against Aptos High School.
The game started smoothly with
the Falcons finding themselves
up 27-16 by halftime. The game
stayed in their favor in the later
half of the game as well, with
their biggest lead coming in the
third quarter at 44-24. Key runs
by Christian Li, who ended with
15 points and 3 3-pointers, and
Som Teymori kept morale high,
and the team finished satisfied
with a 16-point lead.
Senior point guard Christopher Liu was happy with how
the team played defensively but
believes there is still room for
improvement for the team to
reach its maximum potential.
“We played well, but we haven’t unlocked our true potential
yet,” Liu said. “But, I’m really
happy with the way we played.”
After a successful season last
year, finishing third in the El

Camino League and just falling short of CCS finals after a
57-51 loss against Burlingame,
the team is looking to dominate
again in the El Camino League
this winter. This year’s varsity
team is comprised of 14 players: seven seniors, six juniors
and one sophomore. Although
the Falcons lost seven players
to graduation, the team remains
strong because the current lineup largely consists of seniors that
share good team chemistry, with
many having played together
since middle school, power forward junior Mayson Yu said.
According to Liu, the team
played 20 scrimmages against
other Bay Area schools over
the summer and only lost two
against Los Altos, which is in
the stronger De Anza league.
Liu believes the team’s efforts
over the pandemic strengthened
them, as they continued practicing hard whereas “many other
teams took it as an off year.”
“[During COVID-19], our
coaches really united us through
practices and group outings,” Liu
said. “Even though we couldn’t
play in the gym, we practiced
together outdoors.”
Liu said the team is better set
up than last year to win CCS due
to members’ experience and the
additional training.
“It’s something we’ve wanted to do for years now but have
never been able to achieve, and I
think we have a good shot [this
year],” he said. u
— Benjamin Li, Esther Luan
and Howard Shu
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Water. Ever important for our survival, we humans can’t
last more than three days without this treasured resource.
We reviewed every water fountain on campus in a quest to
find the holy grail of water fountains.
— Andy Chen and Bill Yuan
Robotics Room Fountain

400/600’s Fountain:

700/900’s Fountain

Wellness Center Fountain

• EzH2O style fountain. Elegant
construction, pristine, with a
mileage of only 300 bottles.
• Water quality: Despite looking
so good, the water still tastes
average.
• User-friendliness: Bottle filler is
operated by a manual button
push, but still has a nice laminar
flow.

• This fountain is a classic dual uneven
fountain.
• Water quality: The water pressure is
adequate for one user, but since both
fountains source water from the same
pipe, the water pressure drops when
the second fountain is being used.
Water tastes heavily of minerals, typical
for unfiltered water fountains

• Three-head bathtub style fountain.
• Water quality: Water tastes average, but the
water pressure is peculiar.
• User-friendliness: The fountains are on a shared
pipe, so using one fountain is far too high pressure. Using two, however, is just right. But three
being used makes it too low.
The fountain is ambitious with the increased
number of fountain heads, but fails to perform.

• Extremely clean for an uneven
style fountain.
• Water quality: Water tastes less
heavily of minerals, as expected,
and pressure is adequate for the
lower fountain, but slightly too
high for the top fountain. Overall, exceptional for its style.
• User-friendliness: Rails on the
sides provide good support in
case you lose your balance while
you are drinking the water.

000/Library Fountain
Fountain Outside Pool

900

100

MAP

• Has a central bottle filler and two
fountains to its sides.
• Not functional
• Its green paint job makes it look
like a cactus which is pretty cool.

LIBRARY

000

Boys’ Locker Room Fountain
• Only the lower fountain in the
uneven setup
• Water tastes even worse than
average.

TEAM
ROOM

500

300

600

400

GIRLS’
LOCKER

QUAD

GYM

BOYS’
LOCKER

CAFETERIA

200

OFFICE

MUSIC BUILDING

Barrel Fountain Outside Pool
• Looks really dirty and water shoots really
high.
• Really hard to drink out of but you can
spray your friends pretty easily.

• This is an Elkay EzH2O style fountain,
more affectionately known as the hydration station.
• Water quality: Water is very cold and dispenses at an appropriate pressure.
• User-friendliness: Push-bars on the front
and sides are tactile and responsive.
Bottle filler is sensor activated, has a mileage of about 16,000 bottles. Flows rapidly
and laminarly, but filter status is red.
Not many flaws with this one.
200’s Fountain

X00

POOL
TENNIS COURTS

700

STUDENT CENTER

• From the outside, this fountain
looks like any other uneven style
fountain, being a little bit dusty
and tarnished.
• Water quality: has exceptionally
crisp water at an appropriate
pressure, much better than the
average tap water taste.

SCIENCE BUILDING

Journalism Room Fountain

Fountain Outside Girls’ Locker Room

Student Center Hydration Station

• Only fills bottles at an excessively high
pressure. Water fills slowly and sprays on
you. Fails to deliver on its only purpose.
• Looks kind of like an among us character.

• No drinking fountains.
• Has lower mileage than some stations on campus at about 4,500 bottles filled, but filter status is red.

• Another old-school dual fountain. These
are dusty to the point where students
have drawn on it. When we checked, the
lower fountain had a pentagram drawn
on it, and the upper fountain has the
word “blessed” written on it.
• Water quality: Corrosion around the
fountain nozzle, and the tap water taste is
to be expected.

Music Building Fountain
• EzH2O fountain with two drinking fountains and one bottle filler.
• Water quality: The water marks everywhere indicate mineral-y water, and the
poor tastes are to be expected.
• User-friendliness: 16,000 bottles saved
on the bottle filler, but is very much lacking on its fancier design.
All graphics by ANJALI PAI and BILL YUAN

The struggles of being unfunny

topten
PLACES TO CRY

real-lee
(steph)-unny

The vegetable aisle at the supermarket. Bonus points if you include onions in your routine.
At home, listening to music. Those
slowed + reverb remixes hit hard.

Hannah Lee and Stephanie Sun
Have you ever wanted to write a backpage story for the school newspaper but
couldn’t because you KNEW you weren’t
funny enough?
We admit, it’s probably not a universal
experience, but trust us, it happens to us
every six weeks — awkwardly sitting in our
fifth row in room 303, trying to think of a
good backpage idea.
But we’re self-aware. The issue is that
we lack a sense of humor and we’re lacking
it right now as we write this. You may be
laughing at how cringe this is but all we can
think is: What is the backpage editor going
to think? Like, “Dang, they really weren’t
kidding. How is it possible that these people are so unfunny?”
“So you know how there’s a scale between being funny and cringe?” junior entertainment editor Atrey Desai said after
reading our intro paragraph. “This story
is leaning toward funny but it can become
cringe real quick.”
Ignoring that, we continued writing.
“Backpage should take like 30 minutes
to write,” the editors-in-chiefs said during
spreadsheet check. “These stories should go
by quickly if you’re funny.”
And then there’s us. It’s like our fourth
day working on this story, so that should
definitely tell you something about our
abilities to be funny.

Inside a bathroom stall. No one is
going to notice more fluid traveling in
a downward direction here.
In bed, hugging a large tub of ice
cream. Rainbow Sherbet always
makes the pain go away.

“Well, I believe that you guys can be funny,” junior web editor Martin Xu said, with
our fingers held up to his head like a gun.
So you may be asking, how unfunny can
they possibly be? Well, if the first few paragraphs haven’t made it clear enough, pretty
unfunny. It’s not even the room-goes-silent
bad — it’s like awkward laughing to get us
to shut up. Or us just laughing at our own
jokes to fill the silence and the odd stares
that come in a failed attempt to be funny.
Play it off, act like you weren’t being serious.
“I really relate to what you’re saying,”
junior in-depth editor Shreya Rallabandi
said. “Hahahahahhahahahaha.”
At least we’re relatable.
“If you don’t use a quote from me, I will
hunt you down and write it in all caps so
it looks like I’m shouting,” junior chickadee
Shannon Ma said, adding no real substance
to the story. “Actually don’t use that quote;

I have a new one: This story is all over the
place but that’s what makes it a masterpiece.”
After seeing the popularity of our story,
senior in-depth editor Esther Luan immediately wanted in on the fun. “Can I stage a
quote for you guys?” she asked.
Our complete reliance on other people’s
quotes makes for a funny story, but adds to
the growing list of evidence about our own
unfunniness.
“Have you ever eaten a clock? It’s really time consuming!” Xu said. “It’s funny because it’s like a play on words. Time
consuming means something takes a lot
of time, but consuming also means eating
something, so time consuming could also
mean eating time, or eating a clock. Get it?
I thought it was funny at least.”
It was not.
Just like this story (and us). u

At a wedding. Vent your pent-up
feelings and show all those fake-crying pretenders how it’s done at the
same time.
In your gaming chair. Instead of
blaming the rest of your team for losing, take your loss like a champ and
lament your skill issue obnoxiously.
In the loving arms of your significant
other. Significant other not included.
In class, during a group project. The
expectations of your teachers and
classmates are completely unreasonable, so your sulking is justified.
At the gym. Exercise and crying both
release endorphins, so why not double
the efficiency and do both at once?
On your couch, listening to “Certified Lover Boy” for the first and last
time.

— Andrew Lin

